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A jury of Bundy’s peers? Hardly

By Thomas Mitchell
A federal jury is set to begin
hearing opening statements Tuesday in the trial of four defendants
in the Bunkerville standoff.
There are six women and six
men on the jury and there are four
alternates, three men and a woman.
The judge said the trial is expected to take four months. A number
of potential jurors were dismissed
because they could not take four
months out of their lives to devote
to the trial. How many people can
or are willing to? Is it a jury of
their peers?
On trial are rancher Cliven
Bundy, 71, sons Ammon Bundy,

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

I pride myself on being a friend
to my friends, or even a friend to
those I think are worthy of my
friendship; in fact, a few weeks ago
I wrote in this very same column
that “I may not be a party person;
I don’t attend many parties, but if
anyone in my small circle of friends
is in the hospital, has a loss in the
family or is incarcerated for any
reason, I’ll be there for them and
my history speaks loudly for me.
I am very proud to be loyal to my
close circle of friends.”
Last week my friend, former
city councilman and hopefully the
next Nevada State Treasurer, Bob
Beers, suffered the pain of losing
his father and I told him during a
brief telephone conversation that I
will be there by his side on Saturday
to give him some moral support on
such a painful day.
However, after long thinking on
that I decided that I should not be
there where maybe some of Bob’s
close friends who do not care for
me or like me would be there with
him, and I should not give them
the opportunity to make a scene on
such a sad day for my friend.
Bad check-writer, Lisa Mayo
DeRiso; former assemblywoman
and Congresswoman Wannabe,
Victoria De La Cruz (Seaman), and
many others in the circle of friends
of Bob Beers most likely (I hope)
will be there and I don’t want to put
my friend in the position of who he
should spend more time with.
Once upon a time, a long time
ago, two Mexican Deputy Sheriffs,
Orduñes and Perez, arrested me because I refused to change the name
of a small restaurant I just opened
because they did not like the name
I had chosen; later during the week
the late former Undersheriff Lloyd
Bell asked me why I did not call
him right away. I told the Undersheriff that friends are supposed
to help and protect each other, not
hurt or embarrass each other, and he
reminded me that I could call him at
the office or at home any time (no
cell phones back then) because he
was my friend.
And the grandma of the city
council (Lois Tarkanian) had the
audacity to call me a racist? With
four exceptions (Al Salinas, Miguel
Barrientos, the late Eddy Escobedo,
and the late Tony Badillo, all longtime legal residents and American
citizens of the United States), I have
nothing but bad memories of many
Mexicans as well as many Cubans
in the Las Vegas area (no discrimination here) in my long life history
in the best city of them all.
But I may be a sadist because
every time I help anyone and then
get a knife in my back, I promise
myself I’ll never do that again, and
yet I do it again and again.
Take for example, this couple
who were almost homeless — Chris
Garcia, a black Cuban (or so he
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

42, and Ryan Bundy, 45, and a selfstyled militia member Ryan Payne,
34, who showed up to protest the
confiscation of Bundy’s cattle by
the BLM. They are charged with
conspiracy, extortion and various
firearm charges. They have all been
jailed for going on two years.
How can 16 people be found
who can devote a third of a year of
their lives to sitting in a jury box
listening to tedious and repetitious
testimony who are resentative of
the population as a whole? It is not
possible. The jurors are by definition outliers.
The jurors were asked 110
questions about their opinions on

guns, protests, ranching, familiarity
with the case, etc. Who but a hermit hasn’t heard of the case? Who
doesn’t have opinions on guns,
protests and ranching?
Peers? Hardly.
According to The Oregonian, the
jurors include:
— An Oregon native who moved
to Nevada about four and a half
years ago. She said she used to
spend time in the Portland, Bend
and Sunriver areas before moving
to Nevada, where she enjoys the
weather.
— A man who works at Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino and
(See Bundy Trial, Page 4)

THEA BEAN

CHRIS GARCIA

about a year ago. They were offered
a job and a place to live, but as a
typical master-minded criminal,
C-Ann bit the hand of the person
who gave her and her male companion food and shelter, leaving
Las Vegas a week ago after stealing
from a small downtown business
named Mail By Renee, by going
on a shopping spree at Smoke and
Beyond at 2650 Maryland Parkway
(Maryland and Karen Ave.). She
spent over $160 at Circle K, at
1140 E. Charleston Blvd., enough
to arouse suspicion from any wise
businessperson, because people
don’t spend that kind of money at
a convenient store.
She continued her shopping at
(See Con Artists, Page 3)

ATTORNEY GENERAL
JEFF SESSIONS

FBI had evidence that Russian
nuclear officials were involved in
a racketeering scheme as early as
2009, well before the uranium deal
was approved.
“According to government documents and recent news reports, the
Justice Department had an ongoing
criminal investigation for bribery,
extortion, money laundering, into
officials for a Russian company
making purchase of Uranium One,”
Grassley said. “That purchase was
approved during previous administration and resulted in Russians
owning 20 percent of America’s
uranium mining capacity.
“What are you doing to find out
how Russian takeover of Amer-

ican uranium was allowed to occur despite criminal conduct by
Russian company that the Obama
administration approved to make
the purchase?” he asked Sessions.
Sessions responded: “I would
offer that some people have gone
to jail in that transaction already,
but the article talks about other
issues. Without confirming or denying existence of any particular
investigation, I would say I hear
your concerns and they will be
reviewed.”
Senate Judiciary aides said the
committee had sent requests for
information to 10 federal agencies
involved in the Russian uranium
(See Russian Bribery, Page 4)

Con artists on the loose
Federal courthouse in Las Vegas

By Perly Viasmensky
Las Vegas Tribune
Have you seen this woman?
Her name is Thea Bean, a.k.a.
Cann Bean, C-Ann Bean Garcia,
C-Ann Garcia, Star, and many
other aliases. She is a heavy-set
woman originally from the Minden/
Gardnerville area near Lake Tahoe,
about 20 minutes south of Carson
City. She moves around accompanied by the man in the photo known
as Chris Garcia, a.k.a. Cuba (but he
is not even from Cuba as he claims
to be). They also claim to be married, but that is not true either.
She does have a mother named
Julie Bean who lives in Gardnerville.
These two people were homeless

Sessions opens probe into Obamaera Russian nuclear bribery case

By John Solomon
The Hill
The Senate Judiciary Committee
has launched a probe into a Russian
nuclear bribery case, demanding
several federal agencies disclose
whether they knew the FBI had
uncovered the corruption before
the Obama administration in 2010
approved a controversial uranium
deal with Moscow.
Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa), the committee chairman, on
Wednesday raised the issue in public during questioning of Attorney
General Jeff Sessions during an
oversight hearing.
The senator cited a series of
The Hill stories that showed the

Hero with a gun stops church massacre
(HORN NEWS) — A gunman
dressed in black tactical-style gear
and armed with an assault rifle
opened fire inside a small South
Texas church, killing 26 people in
an attack that claimed tight-knit
neighbors and multiple family
members ranging in age from 5 to
72 years old.
Once the shooting started Sunday at the First Baptist Church in
Sutherland Springs, there was likely
“no way” for congregants to escape,
said Wilson County Sheriff Joe D.
Tackitt Jr. Officials said about 20
others were wounded.
“He just walked down the center
aisle, turned around and my understanding was shooting on his way
back out,” said Tackitt, who said
the gunman also carried a handgun
but that he didn’t know if it was
fired. Tackitt described the scene
as “terrible.”
“It’s unbelievable to see children, men and women, laying there.
Defenseless people,” he said.
Tackitt told CNN on Monday
morning that the gunman’s former
in-laws attended services at the

DEVIN KELLEY

church “from time to time” but
weren’t in attendance Sunday.
Authorities didn’t identify the
attacker during a news conference
Sunday night. But two other officials — one a U.S. official and one
in law enforcement — identified
him as Devin Kelley. They spoke
to The Associated Press on the
condition of anonymity because
they weren’t authorized to discuss
the investigation.
The U.S. official said Kelley
lived in a San Antonio suburb and
didn’t appear to be linked to orga(See Texas Hero, Page 3)

Reasons why the school district is
a mess and is always out of money
By The Las Vegas Tribune Staff
(Part four of a four-part series)
This is the last in a series of
articles examining reasons why
the school district continues its
everlasting problems. This article
concludes with a path to progress
and several solutions. These are the
last 5 of 20 problems.

15. As we now see, reported
in the way that Obama ran his
behind-the-scenes (backdoor) economic programs, the remainder
of the Democratic Party runs its
programs and the school district.
One example is the student stores
in elementary schools. What are
called “Student stores” by the Clark

County School District (CCSD) are
claimed to be run by volunteers.
The “Volunteers” are typically
salaried school staff diverting their
efforts from education to the store.
They sell food items that intelligent
parents wouldn’t want their kids to
have. The purchase money is most(See CCSD, Page 5)
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IRS confesses that Obama targeted Tea Party, apologizes

(HORN NEWS) — The Trump
administration has officially settled
lawsuits involving the Tea Party
and other conservative groups who
stated they were unjustly targeted
by the IRS under the Obama administration.
Filed in 2013, conservative
groups reported that they had been
unfairly scurtinezed by the Internal
Revenue Service, based off of their
political stance.
Court documents show that
when seeking out a tax-exempt status starting in 2010, conservatives
were targeted with such words as
“Tea Party” or “patriots.”
In court on Wednesday, October
25, the IRS admitted wrong-doing
and unfairly targeting conservative

groups. Blame was placed on former seniors executive, Lois G. Lerner, and the settlement reached was
designed to make sure that no one

else will get targeting or scrutinized
based off of their political standing.
In federal court in Washington,
D.C. the Trump administration

apologized to all conservatives on
behalf of the wrongful actions made
under the Obama administration.
Barack Obama has yet to make an
apology of his own…
According to court documents,
both sides of the case asked for the
targeting to be declared discrimination and a violation of American’s
First Amendment rights–and is
illegal.
The agreement made by both
sides of the case is still awaiting
judge approval, but both the Trump
administration and the lawyers representing the conservative groups
have already agreed to the deal.
“The IRS admits that its treatment of Plaintiffs during the tax-exempt determination process, including screening their applications
based on their names or policy positions, subjecting those applications

(Continued from Page 1)
says) and his white girlfriend with
so many aliases that I can’t even
remember them all (Thea, Cann,
C-Ann, Star and several others);
they told people they were married
(which they are not), but nonetheless, I gave them a roof over their
heads, food, clothing, and even high
quality hats from my late brother’s
things.
Just last week this “nice couple”
ripped me off; they took computers,
laptops, printers, cell phones (3)
and two tablets, plus money put
aside for the rent and utilities.
They talked John Estrada into
putting an extra telephone line in
(for Chris to use) but never paid
what they promised to pay, leaving

behind a $500 unpaid bill.
What these people do not understand is that Las Vegas may look
like a big city, but in reality, when
one lives here for a long time, Las
Vegas is not that big of a city and
everyone gets to know everyone’s
dirty laundry.
This Chris Garcia — if indeed that’s his real name — is a
cold-blooded liar. I asked him if he
paid Estrada’s $500 phone bill; he
looked me straight in the eye and
said, “Oh yes, trust me boss, I did
pay his bill.” With tears in his eyes,
he swore to me that he would never
lie or double-cross me because I
had been “soooo good” to them.
I always wonder when people
“adore” me so much, and I am

very skeptical when people “will
protect and defend” me to death,
as if I am a country that they owe
their loyalty to.
One funny part in this travesty of
justice happened when Chris Garcia’s daughter, Maybelline Crystal,
was supposed to be picked up by
her mother, and when someone
asked that woman if she had seen
Chris, her response was, “Who is
Chris?” everyone in the front office
at once looked at her and asked
how it is that she did not know her
daughter’s father.
Well, this daughter was not his
daughter, his sister was not his
sister, and now I wonder if his
wife is really his wife — or is she
his mother?
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to heightened scrutiny and inordinate delays, and demanding some
Plaintiffs’ information that TIGTA
determined was unnecessary to the
agency’s determination of their
tax-exempt status, was wrong,” the
IRS said in court documents. “For
such treatment, the IRS expresses
its sincere apology.”
Over 400 groups within the case
will receive payments as a part of
the settlement. The lead attorney
for the groups explained, it was “a
great day for the First Amendment,”
but noted that day “was too long in
coming.”
Eddie Greim, lead counsel for
the conservative groups stated,
“This story was dismantled in our
case. For taxpayers to be truly confident that the IRS has changed, it
needs to be truthful about its past
abuse of power.”

Now I realize why so many
supposed “cold-hearted people” in
this world refuse to help others as
we are supposed to do.
It is a good thing that I believe in
God and I still have the heart to ask
the good Lord to give me the faith
to forgive them, to let bygones be
bygones, and to give them the light
to see the error of their ways.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune.
His column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz, email him at: Rlarraz@
lasvegastribune.com or at 702272-4634.
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Quote of the Week:
“People who fly into
a rage always make
a bad landing.”
—Will Rogers
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POLITICAL ANALYSIS

Did Hillary commit any crimes in
‘rigging’ the Democratic primary?
By Jonathan Turley
The Hill opinion contributor
In “A Man for All Seasons,”
Sir Thomas More was accused by
his son-in-law William Roper of
putting the law before morality.
Roper declared he would “cut down
every law in England” to “get after
the devil.” More warned his son-inlaw, “When the last law was down,
and the devil turned around on you,
where would you hide, Roper, the
laws all being flat?”
Similar winds are blowing in
the Beltway. For months, President
Trump’s critics have bent and twisted criminal provisions to accuse
him of a “plethora” of crimes. Little
thought has been given to the implications of radically expanding the
meaning of crimes such as obstruction, election fraud or conspiracy.
Now, experts are scrambling to find
shelter in the narrowest of criminal
definitions as Democratic figures
are implicated in special counsel
Robert Mueller’s investigation as
well as new campaign allegations
by a former party leader.
Just as I have been skeptical
of theories of Trump’s criminality, I am equally skeptical of
such pronouncements of Hillary
Clinton’s crimes based on current
evidence. However, Trump would
need to look no further than the
interpretations of many experts to
support calls for prosecution. It was
recently confirmed that Clinton’s
campaign paid a foreign national
to dig up dirt against Trump from
other foreign nationals, including
Russian and foreign intelligence
sources. Both Trump and Clinton
have justified their actions as
standard “opposition research.”
Moreover, both campaigns insist
the public had a right to know of
evidence of illegality held by such
sources.
Experts have spent months shoehorning Trump into ill-fitting criminal provisions. Some have argued

that he can be charged under Section 371, which prohibits conspiracies to defraud the United States
“in any manner or for any purpose.”
Former federal prosecutor Randall
Eliason has argued, “Running a free
and fair presidential election is a
core lawful function of the federal
government. Any agreement to
secretly and dishonestly attempt
to interfere with a federal election
would fall squarely within Section
371’s prohibition on conspiracies to
defraud the United States.”
Well, if seeking dirt from the
Russians on Clinton is now a
federal crime, how about seeking dirt from Russian sources
against Trump? If that does not “fall
squarely with” the criminal code,
how about rigging the primary, as
alleged last week by former Democratic National Committee head
Donna Brazile? In her new book,
she contends Clinton essentially
bought the DNC by assuming responsibility for its crippling debt
in exchange for controlling critical
elements of the organization before the primary. Brazile was fired
by CNN for unethical conduct in
leaking debate questions to Clinton,
then lying about it to the media.
However, even Brazile balked at
what she found at the DNC.

(Continued from Page 1)
nized terrorist groups. Investigators
were looking at social media posts
Kelley made in the days before the
attack, including one that appeared
to show an AR-15 semiautomatic
weapon.
Kelley received a bad conduct
discharge from the Air Force for
assaulting his spouse and child, and
was sentenced to 12 months’ confinement after a 2012 court-martial.
Kelley served in Logistics Readiness at Holloman Air Force Base
in New Mexico from 2010 until his
2014 discharge, Air Force spokeswoman Ann Stefanek said.
At the news conference, the
attacker was described only as
a white man in his 20s who was
wearing black tactical gear and a
ballistic vest when he pulled into a
gas station across from the church,
about 30 miles (48.28 kilometers)
southeast of San Antonio, around
11:20 a.m.
The gunman crossed the street
and started firing the rifle at the
church, said Freeman Martin, a
regional director of the Texas Department of Safety, then continued
firing after entering the white woodframe building, where an 11 a.m.

service was scheduled.
As he left, the shooter was confronted by an armed resident who
“grabbed his rifle and engaged that
suspect,” Martin said. A short time
later, the suspect was found dead in
his vehicle at the county line.
Federal agents, including ATF
investigators and the FBI’s evidence collection team, swarmed
the small rural community of just
hundreds of residents.
Martin said 23 of the dead were
found in the church, two were found
outside and one died after being
taken to a hospital.
The man who confronted Kelley
had help from another local resident, Johnnie Langendorff, who
told KSAT TV that he was driving
past the church as the shooting
happened. He didn’t identify the
armed resident but said the man exchanged gunfire with the gunman,
then asked to get in Langendorff’s
truck and the pair followed as the
gunman drove away.
Langendorff said the gunman
eventually lost control of his vehicle and crashed. He said the other
man walked up to the vehicle with
his gun drawn and the suspect did
not move. He stayed there for at

Texas Hero

Brazile says she discovered an
August 2015 agreement between
the national committee and the
Clinton campaign that the latter
be allowed to “control the party’s
finances, strategy, and all the money
raised.” Brazile said the deal was
legal “but it sure looked unethical”
but still gave the Clinton campaign
“control of the party before the
voters had decided which one they
wanted to lead.” The former DNC

head now agrees the deal “compromised the party’s integrity.”
If Clinton gained critical control
over the primary in a secret deal,
how was the election “free and fair”
for the purposes of Section 371?
When the subject was Trump, defense counsel Tor Ekeland insisted
that the Trump could be charged
on “a whole plethora of areas of
potential criminal liability.” When
asked if Trump could be prosecuted
even if he did not encourage the
hacking of emails, but simply encouraged the release of information,
Ekeland reportedly responded with
an expression of profane glee and
said that mere encouragement is potentially enough. Such abandon is
characteristic of the “anything goes
when it comes to Trump” approach
to legal interpretation.
Yet again, nothing but barriers
are seen to investigating Clinton,
even after her belated acknowledgement of funding the dossier
after it was confirmed by various
newspapers for weeks. Clinton
defended her actions by claiming,
“You know, from my perspective, it

Con Artists

(Continued from Page 1)
Smith’s Food King, where she spent over $500; it is
assumed she also requested money back at checkout.
Thea, Cann, C-Ann, Star and her puppet companion, Chris Garcia, have already rented a space at
Storage One; it is assumed for the purpose of keeping
their stolen property, because they have nothing to
their name.
They took all deposits of U-Haul rentals totaling
$1,500. They also took possession of two U-Haul
trucks and proceeded to the ATM machine at the bank
and cleaned out two bank accounts.
C-Ann and her companion also took computers,
printers and cellular phones and probably many other
things that have not been accounted for as yet. The
cellular phone used by her has already been disconnected by Mail by Renee.
The woman is so ignorant and with so much
desire to be someone in life that she lists herself on
her Facebook page as co-owner and CEO of Mail by
least five minutes, until police
arrived.
“I was strictly just acting on
what’s the right thing to do,” Langendorff said.
Monday morning, a local sheriff
confirmed that the Texas church
massacre gunman took his own
life after a shootout with residents.
Among those killed was the
church pastor’s 14-year-old daughter, Annabelle Pomeroy. Pastor
Frank Pomeroy and his wife, Sherri,
were both out of town when the
attack occurred, Sherri Pomeroy
wrote in a text message.
“We lost our 14-year-old daughter today and many friends,” she
wrote. “Neither of us has made it
back into town yet to personally see
the devastation. I am at the charlotte
airport trying to get home as soon
as I can.”
Church member Nick Uhlig, 34,
who wasn’t at Sunday’s service,
told the AP that his cousin, who was
8 months pregnant, and her in-laws
were among those killed. He later
told the Houston Chronicle that
three of his cousin’s children also
were slain.
President Donald Trump, who
was in Japan, called the shooting an

didn’t come out before the election,
as we all know.” Some have balked
at that spin. Christopher Steele, the
former English spy behind the dossier, was in Washington in September 2016 peddling the allegations to
a wide array of reporters. The same
information from the dossier began
to appear in the media. Moreover,
the Clinton campaign, including
communications director Jennifer
Palmieri, pushed the story.
Many Trump critics have insisted the pattern of concealing or
lying about Russian connections is
an obvious basis for investigation.
However, Clinton never fessed
up to paying for the dossier over
months of coverage and speculation. In addition, journalists
(including two New York Times
reporters) have accused Clinton
lawyer Marc Elias of repeatedly
lying in denying any connection between the dossier and the campaign.
Elias later sat next to the Clinton
campaign chairman, John Podesta,
who denied any connection with
the campaign in a formal interview
(See Rigged Primary, Page 4)

Renee, without thinking that in order to be the “corporate executive” responsible for the operations of the
firm, the business must be a corporation, which Mail
by Renee is not.
She also listed herself as co-owner of Radio Tribune;
apparently this woman owns everything that does not
belong to her.
Their pictures are being distributed to several news
outlets in the United States in order to help the police
locate these two criminals before they establish themselves in another city and commit more crimes against
other innocent people and small business owners.
These two people have the tendency to pick up
young women, bring them under their wings and make
people believe that they are close relatives of Chris,
primarily as daughter and sister. One thing that immediately raises suspicion is that the man only conceives
white, blonde girls.
If you see this couple, please call Las Vegas Metropolitan Police.

“act of evil,” later calling the gunman “a very deranged individual.”
Sunday evening, two sheriff’s
vans were parked outside the gate
of a cattle fence surrounding the address listed for Kelley on the rural,
western outskirts of New Braunfels,
north of San Antonio.
Ryan Albers, 16, who lives
across the road, said he heard intensifying gunfire coming from that
direction in recent days.
“It was definitely not just a
shotgun or someone hunting,” Albers said. “It was someone using
automatic weapon fire.”
Reports indicate that Kelley
was a volunteer teacher for Bible
studies at Kingsville First Baptist
Church, but his family and friends
say he became an atheist at some
point and began picking fights on
social media.
Police are now investigating
whether or not he was actively
involved in a local militia group.
The church has posted videos of
its Sunday services on a YouTube
channel, raising the possibility that
the shooting was captured on video.
In a video of its Oct. 8 service,
a congregant who spoke and read
Scripture pointed to the Oct. 1 Las

Vegas shooting a week earlier as
evidence of the “wicked nature” of
man. That shooting left 58 dead and
more than 500 injured.
Gov. Greg Abbott called Sunday’s attack the worst mass shooting in Texas history. It came on the
eighth anniversary of a shooting
at the Texas’ Fort Hood, where 13
people were killed and 31 others
wounded by a former U.S. Army
major.
The previous deadliest mass
shooting in Texas had been a 1991
attack in Killeen, when a mentally
disturbed man crashed his pickup
truck through a restaurant window
at lunchtime and started shooting
people, killing 23 and injuring more
than 20 others.
The University of Texas was the
site of one of the most infamous
mass shootings in modern American history, when U.S. Marine sniper Charles Whitman climbed the
Austin campus’ clock tower in 1966
and began firing on stunned people
below, killing 13 and wounding
nearly three dozen others. He had
killed his wife and mother before
heading to the tower, one victim
died a week later and medical examiners eventually attributed a 17th
death to Whitman in 2001.
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DNC chair makes shocking Hillary confession
By Stephen Dietrich
Managing Editor Horn News
(HORN NEWS) — Hillary Clinton and the Democratic National
Committee conspired to rig the
2016 presidential primary.
It’s a story The Horn News first
broke in Oct. 2015 and continued
to report on throughout 2016. This
bombshell story that was ignored
by the mainstream media, who were
busy taking orders from the Hillary
campaign.
But there’s no denying it now.
Former interim DNC chairwoman Donna Brazile has publicly come
forward to confirm The Horn News’
story — and what she’s saying
makes the former Secretary of State
look very, very bad.

How bad?
Brazile herself called the confession the “shocking truth” about
“Hillary’s secret takeover of the
DNC” — and what she has revealed

(Continued from Page 3)
with congressional investigators. It
is a crime to knowingly give false
information to federal investigators
or to Congress.
Other criminal allegations
against Clinton do not require
linguistic gymnastics to fit the
criminal code. Critics have charged
that huge amounts of money were
exchanged through the Clinton
Foundation or speaking fees for Bill
Clinton, including the $500,000
given to him by Russians before
the State Department approved the
controversial Uranium One deal
under Secretary Hillary Clinton.
While there are obvious defenses
for Clinton, the allegation would fit
a classic “pay to play” scheme. If
true, Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich
was sent to jail for far less.
Does this mean Clinton or her
aides committed crimes? No. The
point is only that a sharp disconnect
exists between the interpretive approaches given to allegations about
Trump as opposed to those about

Clinton. A presumption of criminality exists for one, and for the other,
a virtual immunity. A concerted
effort is being made to get the law
to fit the conduct, at considerable
risk to our legal system.
As Sir Thomas More observed,
“This country is planted thick with
laws, from coast to coast.” The
blind rage exhibited in legal analysis will leave us in no better of a
position than the hapless William
Roper when we have need of these
laws again. Perhaps with the latest
allegations, More’s words will now
resonate with some in Washington.
As he said, “If you cut them down,
and you’re just the man to do it, do
you really think you could stand upright in the winds that would blow
then? Yes, I’d give the devil benefit
of law, for my own safety’s sake!”
*****
Jonathan Turley is the Shapiro
Professor of Public Interest Law
at George Washington University.
You can follow him on Twitter @
JonathanTurley.

(Continued from Page 1)
approvals.
The committee is discussing
other bipartisan requests to make in
the coming days, and Grassley also
is expected to seek access to potential witnesses soon, escalating from
the information requests he made a
few years back, according to people
familiar with the investigation.
The senator also specifically
conveyed in recent letters he no
longer accepts the Obama administration’s assurances from 2015
that there was no basis to block the
Uranium One deal.
“I am not convinced by these
assurances,” Grassley wrote the
Homeland Security Department last
week. “The sale of Uranium One
resulted in a Russian government
takeover of a significant portion
of U.S. uranium mining capacity.
In light of that fact, very serious

questions remain about the basis for
the finding that this transaction did
not threaten to impair U.S. national
security.”
Though Wednesday’s hearing
was scheduled for other purposes,
aides said they expected Grassley
to ask Sessions questions about
a story published in The Hill on
Tuesday that disclosed the FBI had
uncovered evidence showing Russian nuclear officials were engaged
in a racketeering scheme involving
bribes, kickbacks and money laundering designed to expand Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s atomic
energy business on U.S. soil.
The evidence was first gathered
in 2009 and 2010, but Department
of Justice officials waited until
2014 to bring any charges. In between that time, President Obama’s
multi-agency Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States
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is jaw-dropping.
Folks, this isn’t a critical opponent of the Democratic Party
making these claims. This is the
party’s former chief.
Her stunning confession, made
in an op-ed for POLITICO, is proof
of what critics had long suspected
— the 2016 Democratic primary
was rigged.
Brazile talks about her screaming fights with Hillary’s campaign
finance manager over accusations
her campaign had raided and bank-

Bundy Trial

rupted Democratic Party funds to
use them against Vermont Sen.
Bernie Sanders.
Her admission describes how the
Hillary Victory Fund “was grabbing
money from the state parties for
its own purposes” and had been
actively rigging the primary for
Hillary just four months after she
announced her candidacy.
Brazile also describes the shock
she received when she stumbled
upon an insider agreement titled,
“The Joint Fund-Raising Agreement.”
“The agreement — signed by
Amy Dacey, the former CEO of
the DNC, and Robby Mook with
a copy to Marc Elias — specified
that in exchange for raising money
and investing in the DNC, Hillary
would control the party’s finances,
strategy, and all the money raised,”
Brazile wrote.
“Her campaign had the right of
refusal of who would be the party
communications director, and it
would make final decisions on
all the other staff. The DNC also
was required to consult with the

(Continued from Page 1)
was there when the Oct. 1 shooting occurred and was
escorted out of the casino at the time. He’s lived in Nevada for 25 years and said he likes the entertainment
and slow place.
— A Texas native who said he’s lived in Nevada
for nine years.
— A Nevada native who has spent 35 of his 45
years in the state. He said he liked Las Vegas for its
24-hour lifestyle.
— A woman who has lived in Nevada for 25 years,
and during questioning, said she felt protests have
become more violent in recent years.
— A Nevada native who recalled that her high
school graduation was held at the Las Vegas convention center.
— A Minnesota native who said she has lived here
about 30 years and likes the weather.
— A Nevada native who cited some “mild reserva-

(CFIUS) gave approval to Russia’s
Rosatom to buy a Canadian mining
company called Uranium One that
controlled 20 percent of America’s
uranium deposits.
The committee’s members at
the time included former Attorney
General Eric Holder and former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton,
whose husband, former President
Bill Clinton, collected large speech
fees and millions in charitable
donations from Russia and other
entities interested in the outcome
of the decision.
Grassley dispatched letters last
week to all the federal agencies
whose executives served on the
CFIUS when the decision was
made, demanding to know whether
they were aware of the FBI case

campaign about all other staffing,
budgeting, data, analytics, and
mailings.”
In other words, Hillary was in
charge of all aspects of the primary
— from the high-level executives to
the low-level election volunteers,
and everything in between.
Brazile’s stunning reveal begs
the question: “Why now?”
After all, Brazile was previously
caught using her position at CNN
to rig presidential debate questions
for Hillary and politicizing deadly
storms for her own means.
She’s hardly a saint. So why turn
on Hillary now? It’s very simple.
Hillary has lost much of her
power — and Clinton insiders are
involved a furious, last-minute
cash grab. Like rats scurrying from
a sinking ship, Brazile is using
her knowledge of Hillary’s dirty
dealings to help sell her new tellall book.
It seems Brazile is willing to
do or say anything… as long as it
benefits her.
In other words, she’s a perfect fit
for the Democratic Party.

tions” about repercussions to her family from serving
on a jury in this case.
— A New Mexico native who said she enjoys the city
parks and dog parks in the Las Vegas area.
Among the alternates is:
— A man who was questioned often about having
seen some campaign literature that mentioned Cliven
Bundy. The man said his step-uncle tried to show him
the flier and believed Cliven Bundy was innocent.
But the man said he wasn’t interested in looking at
it. He also said he didn’t know much about the case.
He raised his hand when Ryan Bundy asked if jurors
understood what a “redress of grievance” is and he
voiced his opinion that he doesn’t think an average
person should have a “weapon of terror.”
— A man who said he understands there’s a constitutional right to bear arms, but that over time,
amendments are adopted that reflect changes in the
environment or society.

before they voted.
He also questioned whether the
documented corruption that was
uncovered posed a national security threat that should have voided
approval of the uranium deal.
“It has recently come to the
Committee’s attention that employees of Rosatom were involved
in a criminal enterprise involving a
conspiracy to commit extortion and
money laundering during the time
of the CFIUS transaction,” Grassley
wrote in one such letter addressed
to Sessions.
“The fact that Rosatom subsidiaries in the United States were under criminal investigation as a result
of a U.S. intelligence operation apparently around the time CFIUS approved the Uranium One/Rosatom

transaction raises questions about
whether that information factored
into CFIUS’ decision to approve the
transaction,” the chairman added.
Grassley has been one of the
few congressional leaders to have
consistently raised questions about
the uranium deal, and in 2015 agencies told his committee they had no
national security reasons to reject
the Moscow approval.
Those representations, however,
made no mention of the FBI probe
or the national security issues
uncovered by agents, including
the fact that Russian officials had
compromised an American trucking
firm that transported uranium.
Grassley’s letters demanded
answers from the agencies by no
later than Oct. 26.

CCSD
(Continued from Page 1)

ly in cash transactions and goes into
an untrackable slush fund at each
school. Turning trackable taxpayer
funds into untraceable cash is an
inefficient process.
16. Too much of school time is
spent on programs that the Democratic Party was not able to foist
on the public in any other way
(when each program was started).
CCSD has a free meal program to
teach kids bad eating habits. Free
healthcare at CCSD has been in
place since before Obamacare.
“Free” hearing exams offer poor
care and often result in extending undiagnosed problems into
adulthood. CCSD spearheaded the
idea of healthcare delivered by a
provider similar to the DMV. This
takes away educational time from
the school day, rooms on school
buildings and land that taxpayers
have paid for as well as other resources that CCSD claims it does
not have enough of.
17. Too much of school time
is spent on programs that are redundant to other Democratic Party
programs. CCSD’s take-home food
program fills kid’s backpacks up
with enough food to feed the kids
and the parents over the weekend.
Their theory is that if they send
just enough for the kid then the kid
still won’t get to eat it because the
parents will eat it. This program is,
similar to the free lunch program,
on the “Honor system.” Just fill out
a form and you get it. No questions
asked. While this may be an admirable idea to some, the question
is; should educational funding for
staff, facilities, etc. be diverted
to this program when we have to
cancel art and music and can’t even
afford books due to lack of funding?
18. Computer tablets and books
to take home are the enemies of
unions. Many years ago one of the
prior chief school superintendents
made a CCSD contract deal with a
large book supplier and then went
directly to work for them. This
suspect sequence of events was
then followed by a decade of an
inadequate supply of books. Kids
are no longer given books to take
home, and in many classrooms,
the teachers have only one set of
books in very poor condition to
be shared during school hours
only in their classroom. While the
timeline appears to indicate that the
unethical behavior of former staff
has resulted in such a poor deal on
books that CCSD can’t afford them
anymore, you can only imagine
the glee of the teachers union in
knowing that the only way that your
kid can look at a school book or
computer is under the supervision
of a teacher or other union member.
Third world countries are able to
give cheap tablets to kids with all
of the materials that they need for
learning and homework. CCSD has
positioned itself against this ever
happening here.
19. Common Core, a program
long previously advocated by the
(socialist) US Department of Education, has taken over the curriculum. While there is some discussion
of not following Common Core
mandates and concepts, CCSD has
simply integrated its precepts into
the CCSD system. Common Core,
put simply, is obviously intended to
kill common sense. It is widely accepted outside the mainstream media that one plan of common core is

to make it impossible for those educated to think and logically analyze.
Students are not taught to be able to
add up two multi-digit numbers in
their heads. The new way involves
a — sort of — estimating analysis.
Students who simply add the two
long numbers are given a zero for
failure to learn the system. Parents
looking at the results, as opposed
to the propaganda, understand that
the plan is to make it more difficult
for their kids to comprehend what
is going on as adults.
20. While there is plenty of
blame to go around within the
Democratic Party, which controls
the majority of school board members, shame on the Republicans for
abdicating responsibility. While the
Democrats use the school districts
for a proving ground to grow and
train their crop of self-serving opportunist party shills, the Republicans have blown their chances for
supporting Republican candidates.
For unexplained reasons the leadership of the party and Republican
clubs have decided that they are
“Not interested” in school board
candidates. In spite of the obvious
reasons they absurdly insist that it
is a nonpartisan office and have no
interest. Meanwhile, the Democrats
use CCSD as part of their reward
system. This leaves Republicans
with an inherent failure in their
recruiting system. Many voters will
simply pick a woman if faced with a
man and a woman on the ballot. The
women coming off of the CCSD
school board and running for other
offices are political opportunists in
it for the money. They have name
recognition and the advantage of
being women. They have all been
Democrats. Current examples who
went on to the county commission
are Brager and Scow. Party insiders
often lament the poor selection of
Republicans to choose from or
encourage to run in other races.
Republicans whine and complain
about candidates like Sharron
Angle, who started out on a school
board. So why is the Republican
Party failing to recruit good school
board candidates and support them
both at the school board (and later - higher offices)? They are not
interested.
There are really three choices
to comprehensively fix the CCSD
system.
The first would be to cause the
voters to correct it via better school
board members. This seems unlikely as it has failed for more than two
generations. The second would be
to set up competition using school
vouchers. Governor Sandoval’s
handling (intentional killing) of the
voucher question has taught anyone
thinking of investing in Nevada
profit schools that they are at far
more political risk than any business venture should be. The third is
to divide CCSD into many smaller
school districts. This has currently
been discouraged by the second
incarnation fake sub-division political fakery that the Democrats have
created to prop up the system. The
current sub-school board system is
a shell game set up to prop up the
CCSD system. This was explained
in article one.
For any of these things to occur,
the Republican Party will have to
become interested in solving the
problem far more than it has in
modern memory.

A potential buyer checks a gun at a Las Vegas outdoor trade show.

Federally funded
gun study misfires
By Thomas Mitchell
Spend enough money, crunch
enough data — you can “prove”
anything.
A recent study out of the hallowed halls of the University of
California at Berkeley found a 70
percent increase in gun deaths and
injuries in California communities
after gun shows in nearby Nevada cities, but no increase in gun
violence following gun shows in
California.
If research shows it, it must
prove something nefarious about
the difference between state gun
laws in California and those in
Nevada, right?
“Our study suggests that California’s strict regulations — on
firearms, generally, and on gun
shows, specifically — may be
effective in preventing short-term
increases in firearm deaths and
injuries following gun shows,” a
news account quotes the study’s
lead author, Ellicott Matthay, a
Ph.D. student, as saying.
The study was funded in part
by more than $2 million in federal
funds from the National Institutes
of Health.
The news account detailed the
findings, “Compared to the two
weeks before the gun shows occurred, post-show firearm injury
rates remained stable in regions
near California gun shows. But
post-show firearm injury rates
increased from 0.67 per 100,000
people to 1.14 per 100,000 in regions near Nevada shows. This 70
percent increase translates to 30
more firearms deaths or injuries in

California near the state line after
161 Nevada gun shows.”
There is no mention of whether or not anyone bothered to ask
whether any of the guns used in
said deaths and injuries had any link
to any gun show anywhere ever. It
was noted that the California areas
“near” Nevada gun shows are
largely rural.
Presumably gun shows in California are largely in urban areas
surrounded by typical urban rates of
violence less susceptible to spikes
than rural areas. If you have 100
incidents in a two-week period,
followed by 110 incidents in the
next two weeks there is no “spike.”
But if you have two incidents in two
weeks in a rural area and four in the
following weeks, that’s a “spike.”
Nor was there any mention of
whether there was a spike in gun
violence during a new moon as
opposed to a full moon.
It is also unclear which gun
show intervals were chosen since
there are usually at least two gun
shows a month in Nevada, meaning the study intervals are likely
to overlap.
The news account also duly
noted that all firearms sales in California require a background check,
including private sales, such as
those at gun shows, while Nevada
does not. Nevada voters narrowly
approved a law requiring background checks prior to private sales,
but the law was written in such a
way as to make it unenforceable.
“The study suggests that travel to less-restrictive states may
threaten the effectiveness of firearm

laws within California,” Matthay
was quoted as saying. “When a
less-restrictive is next to a state that
is more restrictive, there may be
spillover effects. More research is
needed to know for certain.”
The news account neglected to
mention that federal law prohibits
an unlicensed seller transferring a
firearm to an individual who does
not reside in the same state.
“Generally, for a person to lawfully transfer a firearm to an unlicensed person who resides out of
State, the firearm must be shipped
to a Federal Firearms Licensee
(FFL) within the recipient’s State
of residence. He or she may then
receive the firearm from the FFL
upon completion of an ATF Form
4473 and a NICS [National Instant
Criminal Background Check System] background check,” according to an Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms website, which answers
frequently asked questions.
The last time we checked, federal laws take precedent over more
lax state laws.
The Washington Free Beacon
quotes John Lott, president of the
Crime Prevention Research Center
and author of “More Guns, Less
Crime,” as being critical of the
Berkeley study’s conclusions and
methodology.
Lott pointed out that the better
metric is to look at what happens
in states after they change their
gun background check laws. He
said his research found a 2 percent
increase in firearm murders after
laws requiring background checks
on private transfers were enacted.
Cause and effect? Coincidence?
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Ryan: Enforcing existing laws would
have prevented Texas massacre
By Scott Wong
The Hill
Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.)
said Tuesday that enforcing existing laws would have prevented the
mass shooting at a church in rural
Texas that left more than two dozen
people dead over the weekend.
“How about enforcing the laws
we’ve got on the books? This man
should not have gotten a gun. You
know why? Because he was a domestic abuser,” Ryan replied when
a reporter from The Hill asked what
other ideas the Speaker had to stop
such mass shootings.
“We have laws on the books that
says if you are a domestic abuser,
you are not supposed to own a gun.
He was a domestic abuser,” Ryan
continued. “That’s why we’ve got
all these questions with the Air
Force right now. … How did this
slip through the cracks? How is it
that this person who was convicted
of domestic abuse by the Air Force,
how did he get through the system
and get a gun? Because the laws we
have right now on the books say a

person like this should not have gotten a gun. … This man should not
have had a gun in the first place.”
The gunman, whom law enforcement identified as 26-year-old
Devin Kelley, killed 26 people and
injured 20 others on Sunday inside
First Baptist Church in Sutherland
Springs, about 35 miles outside
of San Antonio. Kelley died after
fleeing the scene.

Kelley had been court-martialed
in 2012 for assaulting his wife and
stepson. Two years later, he was
discharged from the Air Force for
“bad conduct.”
Current federal law prohibits
certain people from buying or
owning firearms, including those
convicted of domestic violence.
Kelley’s court-martial, therefore,
made him ineligible to purchase

Senators propose closing ‘domestic
violence loophole’ after Texas shooting

By Jordain Carney
The Hill
A bipartisan duo in the Senate
is writing legislation to require
that the military report domestic
violence convictions to the national
background check system.
Sens. Jeff Flake (R-Ariz.) and
Martin Heinrich (D-N.M.) said
the legislation, if it had been in
place, could have prevented Devin
Kelley, the identified shooter in the
massacre at First Baptist Church in
Sutherland Springs, from getting
a gun.
“We are often asked after a
tragedy like this, ‘Why can’t you do
anything to fix it?’ We are looking
at specifically something that had
it been followed this person would
not have been able to obtain a firearm,” Flake said.
Kelley received a “bad conduct”
discharge from the Air Force after
being court-martialed on a domestic
violence charge.
His conviction should have been
reported to the FBI’s National Instant Criminal Background Check
System (NICS), and could have
prevented him from purchasing a
firearm legally.
But Air Force officials on Monday said the Holloman Air Force
Base Office of Special Investigation
did not enter Kelley’s information
into the system.
Flake and Heinrich said it appears the military isn’t currently
reporting domestic assault charges
because, they say, the Uniform
Code of Military Justice only has
a broader assault category and
not specifically one for domestic
assault.
“It’s quite clear it’s because they
don’t classify domestic assault as
you do in state court. They only
have a classification for assault,
that’s a broader classification. I

the guns he did, but the Air Force
did not submit his criminal history
to the federal database that screens
prohibited buyers before gun sales.
Yet even if the Air Force had
submitted that information, Kelley
still may have obtained firearms
because only licensed dealers are
required to perform background
checks through the federal database. Unlicensed dealers, like some
venders operating at gun shows and
online, are not required to screen
potential buyers, creating a loophole for those with a violent history
like that of Kelley.
Democrats, and some Republicans, have called for years to close
the so-called “gun-show loophole”
by requiring background checks
before all gun sales, and Rep. Pete
King (R-N.Y.) introduced legislation to that effect on Friday.
But most Republicans, including
Ryan, have rejected that proposal
as an unnecessary infringement on
Second Amendment rights.
“I’ve been here for a number
of these massacres and Congress

does not act,” King told The Hill
Monday.
Sunday’s massacre in Texas
came roughly a month after another
lone shooter killed 58 people on
the Las Vegas Strip in the deadliest
mass shooting in the nation’s history. The gunman in that case used
a device, known as a bump stock,
that allows semi-automatic rifles
to fire at a rate similar to automatic
weapons, which are illegal.
After that incident, Ryan called
on the administration to put new
restrictions on bump stocks, though
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives appears
to be leaning against taking action.
It’s unclear if Ryan would support
bump-stock legislation if the Trump
administration does not act on the
issue.
Ryan made his remarks Tuesday
as he stood next to House Majority
Whip Steve Scalise (R-La.), who
nearly died in June when a gunman
targeted congressional Republicans
practicing for a charity baseball
game.

Trump: ‘Hundreds more’
would have been killed in
Texas with stricter gun laws

think it’s quite clear that they simply weren’t sending those assault
records through to the NICS,”
Flake said.
The senators said they found
only one instance of the military
reporting a domestic assault charge
into the national background check
system.
A separate proposal, enacted in
the 1990s, from the late Sen. Frank
Lautenberg (D-N.J.) bans individuals convicted of misdemeanor
domestic violence charges from
owning or buying a gun.
“We have seen from the data
that clearly the intent of the original Lautenberg amendment is not
being implemented effectively,”
Heinrich said.
The press conference came after
Flake caught criticism from Donald
Trump Jr. over the legislation.
“Incredibly proactive considering that law has been on the
books since the mid 90s,” Trump
Jr. said on Twitter, replying to an
announcement from Flake that he
was working on the legislation.
After Flake said that the bill
was aimed at closing a “loophole,”
Trump Jr. added: “Wrong. Govt em-

ployees, like you, failed to do their
job. He did a year for abuse and
fracturing his kids skull. Should
not have had a gun!”
Flake recently said he won’t run
for reelection next year. After the
announcement, he gave a dramatic
floor speech where he assailed President Trump and the changes he has
brought to the Republican Party.
Senators are weighing their next
steps in the wake of the shooting
in Texas.
Sen. John Cornyn (R-Texas)
said earlier Tuesday that he would
introduce legislation aimed at bolstering information sharing with the
national background check system.
Heinrich said he had a preliminary talk with Cornyn and will
be sharing the language of their
legislation.

By Mallory Shelbourne
The Hill
President Trump on Tuesday said “hundreds more” would have died
in the mass shooting at a Texas church had the citizen who pursued the
gunman not possessed a gun.
Trump was asked during a press conference in South Korea whether
the president would consider “extreme vetting” for purchasing a gun.
“If you did what you’re suggesting, there would have been no difference
three days ago, and you might not have had that very brave person who
happened to have a gun or a rifle in his truck go out and shoot him, and
hit him and neutralize him,” Trump said.
“And I can only say this: If he didn’t have a gun, instead of having 26
dead, you would have had hundreds more dead. So that’s the way I feel
about it. Not going to help.”
Wilson County Sheriff Joe Tackitt confirmed Monday that two citizens
pursued the gunman, 26-year-old Devin Kelley, after the shooting at the
First Baptist Church in Sutherland Springs. Tackitt said one individual
“engaged in firefight” with Kelley at one point.
The Associated Press identified the man who shot Kelley as Stephen
Willeford, who hit Kelley twice
Kelley was found with a self-inflicted gunshot wound after he “wrecked
out” fleeing the scene, according to Tackitt.
Twenty-six people were killed in the shooting.
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Petitions, Nevada Supreme Court briefs, and
individual motions across the civil and criminal
spectrum, including Motions for Summary
Judgment. Turnaround time can be as minimal
as 24 hours. Federal PCR is also available.
Motions starting at $250 flat fee
Appeals starting at $500 flat fee

Get first month box
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For more information and immediate response,
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Budget chief: Trump won’t sign GOP tax plan ‘if
our numbers show’ middle class will pay more

By John Bowden
The Hill
White House budget chief Mick
Mulvaney said Tuesday that President Trump won’t sign a GOP tax
plan if it raises taxes on the middle
class. Mulvaney said during an
interview with Fox Business Network’s “Cavuto” that the White
House will make the determination
based on its own “numbers,” which
he didn’t specify.
“If our numbers show ... that taxes are going up in the middle class,
we’re not going to sign,” Mulvaney
told host Neil Cavuto.
“Here at the White House, our
principles remain the same,” he
continued. “We want lower taxes
in the middle class, we want it simpler and fairer in the middle class,

and we want that low corporate
tax rate.”
Mulvaney’s remarks come just
hours after a Joint Committee on
Taxation analysis found that the
GOP’s current tax plan would raise
taxes on a significant portion of
the middle class over time, though
about 61 percent of Americans
would see their taxes drop in the
first year of the Republican plan.
Mulvaney, a former South Carolina lawmaker, said that the House
is on schedule to vote on the bill
before Thanksgiving.
“I do think we’re still on schedule. Go back a couple of weeks to
where the House accepted the Senate version of the budget without
any amendments that actually saved
us between 10 and 12 days depend-

ing on how you want to count. So
that helped a lot,” Mulvaney said.
“So yeah, I think we’re still
on schedule for the House to vote
before Thanksgiving, the Senate
to vote shortly after that so both
Houses pass their separate bills
before December,” he added.
“That allows the conference
committees to start working out
those differences before Christmas.”
Several GOP senators, however,
have already raised concerns about
the bill in the Senate, where Republicans control just 52 seats.
If Democrats remain unified,
Republicans can afford just two
defections to allow Vice President
Mike Pence to cast a tiebreaker
vote.

more than $1 million would have
lower taxes, and 42.4 percent would
have higher taxes.
Whether a household with income above $1 million would see
their tax bill rise or fall would
depend on a number of factors,
including the household’s use of
various deductibles that would be
eliminated or curbed by the GOP
plan.

By Thomas Mitchell
On Tuesday Nevada Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto made some
odd claims in a press release about
how the GOP tax reform bill would
rip off middle-class taxpayers. We
poked fun at a few items, but it turns
out one was a whopper.
The Washington Post looked
into a claim made by three Democrats a week ago, the same one
made by Cortez Masto this week.
She claimed, “The average tax
increase on families nationwide
earning up to $86,100 would be
$794.”
In tweets, Democratic Sens.
Kamala Harris of California, Bob
Casey of Pennsylvania and Jeff
Merkley of Oregon made the same
bogus claim.
It turns out that claim was lifted
from a Democratic Policy and
Communications Committee analysis. According to the Post the
document had this line on each state
page: “The average tax increase
on families nationwide earning
up to $86,100 would be $794, a
significant burden for middle-class

families.”
This was attributed to a report by
Democrats on the Joint Economic
Committee. That report stated, “If
enacted, the Republican tax reform
proposal would saddle 8 million
households that earn up to $86,100
with an average tax increase of
$794 — a substantial expense for
working families.”
But you see, there are 122 million households making less than
$86,100. Thus only 6.5 percent
of those households would see a
tax hike of that amount. The Post
reported that more than 97 million,
or 80 percent, of that group would
get a tax cut averaging about $450.
The Post piece concludes, “In
their haste to condemn the GOP
tax plan, Democrats have spread
far and wide the false claim that
families making less than $86,100
on average will face a hefty tax
hike. Actually, it’s the opposite.
Most families in that income range
would get a tax cut. Any Democrat
who spread this claim should delete
their tweets and make clear they
were in error.”

By Thomas Mitchell
Nevada Sen. Catherine Cortez
Masto figures you can’t figure.
She stated in a recent press
release, “Republicans in Congress
have one priority: ripping off America’s middle class and working
families. Rather than transparently
writing a bill that puts economic
growth and American’s financial
security first, the current Repub-

lican tax proposal targets Nevada
families.”
Her press release goes on to state
that the Republican tax plan would
raise taxes on about 211,000 Nevada households in 2018, neglecting
to mention that there are more than
a million households in Nevada.
Cortez Masto also claims that
doubling the standard deduction
while eliminating the deduction

for state and local taxes would
harm Nevadans, neglecting to note
that 70 percent of Americans don’t
itemize and take those state and
local tax deductions nor that those
deductions for Nevadans are far less
than for residents of high-tax states
such as California and New York.
Nevadans essentially subsidize
those states.

Dems tax hike claim
a tad bit misleading

New analysis: Majority would
benefit from GOP tax plan,
but some would see increase

By Niv Elis
The Hill
A new analysis from the Joint
Committee on Taxation found that
some 61 percent would see their tax
bill fall in the first year of the Republican tax plan, while 8.3 percent
would see a hike. Almost a third of
taxpayers would not see a change
of more than $100 in their favor or
against them.
According to the analysis, which
was requested by Rep. Richard Neal
(Mass.), the ranking Democrat on
the House Ways and Means Committee, those differences would
change over time.

By 2027, only 46.2 percent of
taxpayers would have a lower tax
bill, and 19.5 percent would see
their bills go up. A significant portion of the middle class would see
their taxes rise over time.
By 2027, for example, 22.5
percent of those making $40,000
to $50,000 per year would see
taxes go up by more than $100, as
would 23.7 percent of those making $50,000 to $75,000 and 25.9
percent of those earning between
$75,000 and $100,000.
The wealthy would see the
greatest changes from the tax plan.
In 2027, 57 percent of those earning

Nevada senator opposes tax reform
that would benefit most Nevadans
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U.S. Senate panel
approves No. Korea
banking sanctions

By Sylvan Lane
The Hill
The Senate Banking Committee on Tuesday unanimously approved
new financial sanctions targeting North Korea and the businesses who
help finance Kim Jong Un’s government.
The proposed sanctions reflect efforts passed by the House and enacted
via executive order by President Trump to bar any firm that does business
with North Korea from the U.S. financial system.
The Banking panel voted to recommend the Otto Warmbier Banking
Restrictions Involving North Korea (BRINK) Act after a Tuesday markup.
The bill’s namesake was a college student from Ohio who died earlier this
year after being imprisoned and tortured by North Korean officials while
visiting the country in 2016.
“The time has come for the U.S. to take the lead to ensure that all
nations work together to isolate the Kim regime until it has no choice but
to change its dangerous, belligerent behavior,” said Banking Committee
Chairman Mike Crapo (R-Idaho) in a statement after the vote.
The bill targets the network of front companies, bank accounts, and
private businesses the North Korean government uses to fund its military
and operations.
“On a bipartisan basis, this Committee forged legislation that cuts to the
heart of the North Korean regime by targeting the economic resources that
Kim Jong-Un needs to stay in power and achieve his nuclear ambitions,”
said Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio), the Banking panel’s ranking Democrat.
“We are sending a clear message to banks around the world — you can
do business with North Korea, or with the U.S., but not both.”
The BRINK Act bans any bank that services a business or financial
firm tied to the North Korean government from opening correspondent
accounts in the U.S. Businesses connected to the Kim regime have long
been banned from the U.S. financial system. These sanctions would target
international banks that do business with North Korean firms from opening
accounts for its clients in US banks.
The bill also requires Congress to review the effectiveness of the
sanctions, and allows states and localities to divest from certain firms and
industries linked to North Korea.

Trump calls on North
Korea to ‘make a deal’
By Mallory Shelbourne
The Hill
President Trump during a Tuesday news conference in South Korea called on North Korea to “make
a deal” on its nuclear program, arguing it would be in
Pyongyang’s best interest.
“We have many things happening that we hope,
we hope — in fact, I’ll go a step further, we hope to
God we never have to use,” Trump told a reporter
who asked about diplomatic talks with North Korea.
“With that being said, I really believe that it makes
sense for North Korea to come to the table and to make
a deal that’s good for the people of North Korea and
the people of the world. I do see certain movement,
yes. But let’s see what happens.”

Trump last month dismissed the prospect of negotiations with Pyongyang, writing on Twitter that Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson was “wasting his time trying to
negotiate with Little Rocket Man,” a reference to North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un.
Trump has also previously threatened to destroy
North Korea, which has conducted multiple missile
tests this year, including two intercontinental ballistic
missile tests in July.
Trump on Tuesday spoke at a press conference
with South Korean President Moon Jae-in during his
five-nation tour of Asia. Moon said during the conference that it is “essential” to “enhance [South] Korea’s
defense capabilities and also the combined defense
posture of Korea and the United States.”

Shinzo Abe: Japan will
freeze assets of 35 North
Korean organizations

By Ben Kew
Breitart News
Following his meeting with
President Donald Trump, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
announced that he will freeze the
assets of 35 North Korean entities
in response to the country’s escalating nuclear crisis.
“Now is not the time for dialogue,” Abe said on Monday. “It is
time to apply the maximum pressure on North Korea. I completely
agreed that Japan and the United
States will intensify pressure to
the highest level through every
means in close cooperation with
the international society to make
Pyongyang change its policies.”
Abe made the remarks during a
joint press conference with Trump,
as the American president continues
his tour around Asia with the North
Korean crisis high on his agenda.
Trump has repeatedly called on
Asia’s regional powers, particularly China, to increase pressure on
the North Korean regime through
economic sanctions, and has even
threatened to cut off all trade with
any nation dealing with North
Korea:
“The United States is considering, in addition to other options,
stopping all trade with any country
doing business with North Korea.”
@realDonaldTrump — Sept. 3,
2017
“(We also confirmed that) it is
important for China to play a bigger
role,” Abe said.
Although less threatened than
the United States, Japan remains an
enemy of North Korea dating back

to the 1950’s and their support for
the South during the Korean War.
In September, North Korea
launched a missile over Japan in
an unprecedented act of aggression, and state media services have
claimed that Japan will be swiftly
covered by “nuclear clouds” and
“engulfed in flames” if a war breaks
out. However, Abe has signaled that
he will not engage in dialogue with
North Korea in order to resolve the
crisis.
The United Nations Security
Council also imposed its second
round of sanctions against the regime in September on the country’s
oil imports, textile exports, and
the use of foreign laborers abroad,
although Trump dismissed these
sanctions as “not a big deal” and
“nothing compared to what ultimately will have to happen.”
During their meeting, Trump
also discussed the need for a restructuring of America’s economic
relationship with Japan, an issue
which he campaigned on during the
2016 election.
“We want fair and open trade.
But right now, our trade with Japan
is not fair and it’s not open, but I
know it will be, soon,” Trump said.
“Probably some of you in this room
disagree, but ultimately I’ll be proven to be right. We will have much
bigger trade with the way we’re
doing it right now, and it will be a
much less complex situation.”
*****
Follow Ben Kew on Facebook,
Twitter at @ben_kew, or email him
at bkew@breitbart.com.
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RadioTribune Lineup
“Open Mic”
Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon
Martines hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.
com show. The Anti-Corruption Coalition of Nevada is
the basis for and theme of “Open Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39
years of on-the-job Law Enforcement experience. Past
cases involving Kevin Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety
of other covered-up criminal cases, and a billion dollars
worth of missing taxpayer money, are discussed in depth
and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the
Hermosa Beach Police Department before moving here
and resuming his police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/Homicide Bureau, retiring from
the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department after 36
years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive
Police Administrative officers witnessed by Martines
inside the department led to his decision to contest the
good ol’ boy’s club and run for Clark County Sheriff
three times against what he knew were almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not
want you to hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday
and Thursday at 11:00 a.m. on www.radiotribune.com.
Tune in!
*****
“Face The Tribune”
Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at 12 noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been
the premier show for interviews with politicians, civil
service workers, government officials and activists, and a
voice for those everyday citizens who needed to air their
legal grievances. The Las Vegas Tribune newspaper has
been a part of the Las Vegas community for over 18 years
and is the only independent newspaper in Clark County.
“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the
people of Las Vegas and is the only news platform where
judges, city councilmen, local businessmen and women, as well as Mr. or Ms. Local Citizen, can voice their
opinions and share the issues that pertain to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando Larraz, has been a journalist
in Clark County for over 50 years. He has been a fixture
in the community and a highly respected publisher who
has covered local news and events in Las Vegas since the
mid-’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere else in Las Vegas, tune into “Face The Tribune”
Monday through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****
COBRA USA with Blu Laker
A daily Radio show Monday through Friday 2:00 p.m.
with live guests on a variety of subjects.
Due to the importance of health care, its out-of-control

costs with no restraints,
millions of Americans are
unable to obtain it. Why?
Our elected officials have
it, they don’t need to worry.
But what about the people
they represent? Find out
why on Cobra USA.
C.O.B.R.A. by the way
is the 1985 Insurance Law
created by Ronald Reagan in 1985 for continuing health care coverage
of health insurance. We
talk about insurance, savings and options available
through King Cobra, the
intended amended ver-
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sion of the original Cobra
program. We invite you to
press Congress for parity in
health care live here at Radio Tribune. Call or email
us at Cobra.blulaker@
gmail.com or call (949)
467- 0613.
Cobra USA is hosted by
Blu Laker, an investigative
reporter who has seen medical programs that work
around the world, with
a cure to the healthcare
problem here. Join him in
these discussions to clear
the air so vital to survival
itself and what you can do

to help. The world has become so large, it’s getting
claustrophobic with traffic,
travel, taxes, soaring costs
for food, water, clothing
and shelter, and what are
we to do? Join us with
your wisdom and knowledge to make America
great again; together we
can make a difference. Let
me pick your brain for the
advancement of humanity.
We are controversial, conservative and considerate
of other people, even when
they may have different
opinions.

Face the
Tribune

‘Face the Tribune’ is hosted
by Rolando Larraz
Monday thru Friday
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on www.RadioTribune.com
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KIOF-LP 97.9 FM is the #1 radio station
in the Las Vegas Valley. Something Old,
Something New, Traditional American,
Just For You!Always Las Vegas Strong,
Where You Belong.
Broadcasting live from Downtown.
Always in Your Corner, Always all around.

400 S. 4th St., Suite 500
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 425-4088

Monday thru Friday at 2:00 p.m.
on www.RadioTribune.com

Tune in to
RadioTribune

www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Lines:
(702) 493-5222 or (800) 833-2345
Tune in and listen to those who will tell you the truth,
and nothing but the truth. You’ll discover different
personalities and hear different opinions, but when it
comes to the facts, you’ll always get the truth from us!
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

First Anniversary
of Trump’s Making
America Great Again

This week the American people are, or should be, celebrating the one-year anniversary on which Donald Trump was
elected the first real president in a very long time. Whether
you voted for him or not, it is still his one year anniversary.
The American people elected a president that doesn’t bow
to anyone, a president that speaks what he feels, a president
that does not back off from anything or anyone; a president
that started working the first day after winning the nomination and the only president that started working the day he
won the election.
Most presidents take two weeks off after winning the
election to “recuperate” from the stress of winning an election, but not Donald Trump, he went to work immediately
and has not stopped yet.
We are almost positive that Donald Trump is the kind of
president that the American people wanted to elect because,
as we have said before, Donald Trump was competing for
the Republican nomination against seventeen experienced
politicians that knew the ropes for how to win an election,
and when he started saying what the American people wanted
to hear, he became our president and we started seeing the
results even before the president was sworn in.
While the Liberals, Socialist-Democrats and anti-Trump
Republicans hold hands with each other in an attempt to
destroy President Trump’s work, he continues to uncover
the real truth.
In 2017 ALONE... Fox business reported “66 Record
Highs for Dow under President Trump”; “U.S. Unemployment Drops to Lowest in 17 Years”; Daily Caller and the
Bureau of Labor and Statistics reported that “More Americans in the Workforce than Ever Before.”
Despite all odds, and as always making a difference, the
Las Vegas Tribune became the first newspaper nationwide
to endorse the Republican candidate for president after
the Clinton clan tried to destroy the possibility of bringing
America back to be a real nation with closed borders, great
economy and free enterprises, bringing the economy back
to a higher standard, and a year later the newspaper stands
proudly by the president while congratulating him and his
cabinet for their efforts to Make America Great Again.
It is the first time in many years that our nation has a
real president that is able to be in control by ignoring the
socialist mainstream media and the evil Democrats that are
working double time to block the president’s efforts to a
higher standard and higher morals creating a brighter future
for the new generation within a free and independent nation
respected by all nations.
In one year the country has evolved to the top again receiving higher commendations and the respect of the entire
world.
Donald Trump still has a great number of Republicans
supporting him, standing by him and an undetermined
amount of followers and supporters who believe that he is
the only one that can save the nation from the Democratic
destruction.
The number of bills signed into law is just part of the story.
The vast differences between the number of pages or words
those bills contained start to reveal what types of laws they
were and what effects they ultimately had.
According to Josh Tauberer, founder of the legislative
database GovTrack, bills with more words generally create
government programs, and those with fewer are often rolling
back regulations or programs.
The night of November 8, 2016 is a night that all Americans will remember forever as turning the calendar to the
1948 presidential race when the Chicago Tribune was also
sure who the next president would be, declaring in a huge
headline, “Dewey Defeats Truman,” and almost seventy)
years later similar pictures remind the political gurus of the
1948 election when many were expecting Hillary Clinton
to win, but she had to concede that election.
The American people want the change that they were
falsely promised eight years earlier and that never came,
and now Donald Trump was making that promise a reality,
building the wall as well as creating and bringing back jobs
and financial stability while enforcing the immigration laws,
lowering the taxes and making a real health reform.
In this first year of winning the presidency of the United
States we want to salute President Donald Trump and thank
him for his service to the nation.
We all know that he does not need the job to survive; we
all know that by accepting the job that the American people
have offered him he is losing money and the scrutiny is more
tense than any real estate deal, but he has done it for free
because he realizes that the country needs someone that is
not a professional politician.
We at the Las Vegas Tribune would like to praise President
Trump; we’re praying for him, his family, his cabinet, those
close to him and the nation as a whole.

Time to relax professional
job licensing burden

By Thomas Mitchell
responsible for balancing concerns
We have ranted and railed for
about public safety with the mainteyears about the excessive and job
nance of an economic environment
killing professional licensing rethat ensures opportunity for all,” The
quirements in Nevada — to no avail.
Wisconsin Institute study concludes.
Nevada has long ranked among
“Protected interests in regulated octhe worst locales in the nation for
cupations will, almost universally,
limiting competition for jobs in
oppose reductions in the burdens of
certain professions — and not just
licensure. It is often in their interest
doctors and lawyers, but also brickto maintain, and even raise, barriers
layers, makeup artists, bus drivers,
to entry. But policymakers are now
painters, manicurists and animal
armed with statistical evidence that
trainers.
rigorous licensing burdens result in
Nationally, over the past 60 years,
less employment in certain regulated
ThoMaS MiTchell
the number of jobs requiring an ocprofessions. If protected interests
cupational license has grown from about one in 20 to cannot offer clear and substantiated proof that current licensing regulations are critical to protecting
about one in four.
According to a study just released by the Wiscon- the public, policymakers must consider the forgotten
sin Institute for Law & Liberty, Nevada ranked third men and women that those lower employment figures
worst in the nation for burdensome fees, training and represent.”
Are the protections worth it?
apprenticeship requirements, behind only Tennessee
Too often such licensing is little more than a protecand Alabama. The study suggests Nevada could intion
racket for those in certain professions who don’t
crease employment by nearly 8.5 percent by merely
want
any more competition.
reducing the professional licensing burden.
A
year
ago, the Virginia-based Institute for Justice,
“When considering reforms to occupational
licensing in their respective states, lawmakers are
(See Mitchell, Page 12)

To be a criminal, a certain
level of intelligence is needed
By Perly Viasmensky
We are living in an era of so much fraud that we get
to the point of not trusting anybody. Of course, we just
need to pay more attention to the actions of others so
nobody can take us off guard. Besides, there are many
people who are stupid even to commit fraud, without
realizing that to be a criminal you also need to have
some level of intelligence.
There is a man using the name of some Alexander
Lynch, who gets information from government websites to obtain names and email addresses of people
he plans to defraud.
His excuse is that he is looking for a quality translator for a 44-page document, approximately 12,000
words, but he doesn’t specify the targeted language;
apparently any language is good enough for him.
His main problem was not anticipating contact with
someone smarter than he is. Anybody who needs documents translated would specify if the document is from
the English language to German, Mandarin, Spanish
or whatever language is needed; instead of asking,

“What language can you translate the document to?”
Of course the translator wanted to know how far he
could go with his intent of fraud, and demanded payment by cashier’s check drawn on a United States bank.
After several weeks (and no translation made, of
course) the supposed Alexander Lynch started questioning if the check had arrived and if it cleared the
bank.
As I’ve said before, a person needs to have some
level of intelligence even to be a criminal. You don’t
need a master’s degree to look at a bank check and
know it is a total fake. To begin with, any person who
at least once in his or her life negotiated with checks
should know that at the bottom of a check, there are
three groups of numbers. The first group is your routing
number. The bank routing number is a nine-digit code
that’s based on the United States bank location where
the account was opened.
The second group of numbers in the center of the
check is your account number and the third is your
(See Viasmensky, Page 14)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Texas Terrorist:
All terrorists are not Muslim

By Maramis
rightfully goes to the victims and
Thank goodness the Texas terrortheir families, and it does, and not
ist is no longer among the living to
a shred of regard or empathy would
vent his rage at anyone else. Yes, if
generally go to the shooter.
one wreaks hate and vengeance upon
While I am far from a religious
anyone, and creates fear in a person’s
fanatic, and am definitely not a fan
heart, that person is a terrorist. Alof violence in any form, I am also
though this terrorist did not get to kill
not a fan of just blaming, hating, and
the person he obviously hated with
looking for some kind of revenge or
all his life, he still “needed” to let out
punishment to inflict on the perpetrahis rage and vengeance on that little
tor, should he still be alive in order
church full of worshippers, killing
to receive such punishment.
26 innocent people instead, hoping
One does not have to be a bornone would be his mother-in-law, the
again (or any other kind of) Christian
MaraMiS choufani
to believe in God, Jesus, the power of prayer, and the
object of his hate.
Yet the sad part of even that good news is that the fact that God is our Father in heaven (the source of all)
killer-terrorist will never now be able to understand his and loves and cares about us all. We are NOT taught
rage, how and why it grew to that explosive level, and that God only cares about Christians, only loves the
how he could have done something about it to avoid the “good,” or those who follow the dogma taught in this or
devastation he caused to those innocent people — to that particular church or house of worship, and “hates”
say nothing of living without all that hate and enabling those outside that narrow window of perception.
WE (none of us) are special in the eyes of God
himself to live a more peaceful and normal life.
I know — the first reaction is to hate the evil em- because God plays no favorites. If he did, “salvation”
bodied in that killer-terrorist and not give a fig about would be rigged and many of us wouldn’t have a
him personally. Of course our initial share of empathy
(See Maramis, Page 14)
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Why Danny Tarkanian can win the General Election

By Chuck Muth
Last week I explained why —
thanks to his #NeverTrump position
last year and his refusal to vote to
repeal ObamaCare this year — Sen.
Dean Heller has virtually no chance
to win re-election in the general
election next year. This week I’ll
explain why Danny Tarkanian, his
GOP challenger, does.
But first, a disclaimer. Effective
November 1st I joined the Tarkanian campaign as a paid advisor, so
make of that what you will. I will
point out; however, that I made very
similar arguments in a column last
July before Danny was even in the
race. So, onward…
The knock against Danny, of
course, is that he’s lost five general
elections. But what most folks forget or fail to mention is that he’s
also won four out of five primaries.
And we’re not talking about cakewalk primaries!
In the one primary he lost, the
2010 primary for U.S. senate, he
competed against ELEVEN opponents — including four former
state legislators and two wealthy
businessmen — in a race where
Harry Reid’s gang intervened big

CHUCK MUTH
time to hand-select the weakest of
the viable GOP candidates.
Tarkanian clearly learned some
valuable lessons from that effort,
because he came right back in 2012
to win the Republican primary for
Nevada’s new 4th congressional
district against EIGHT opponents
— including two who went on to
win statewide constitutional offices
two years later. So these weren’t
patsies.
Now, about the general election
that year against the well-connected/well-funded sitting Democrat
Senate Majority Leader, a couple
of points…
First, that district had a HUGE

Democrat voter registration advantage. Secondly, although Danny lost
the race by 8 points, there were two
conservative-leaning third-party
candidates in the general election
who pulled in…8 points.
Fast-forward to 2016. Tarkanian
ran for Nevada’s 3rd congressional
district seat, which also had a Democrat voter registration advantage
though not as bad as the 4th.
In the primary, Tarkanian faced
SIX Republican opponents - including the sitting Senate Majority
Leader, a sitting state assemblywoman, and a highly-respected
executive from the state’s premier
conservative think tank. And despite being massively outspent and
brutally attacked by outside special interests, he won the primary
handily.
Then came the general election.
Tarkanian lost by less than 4,000
votes out of almost 311,000 votes
cast. But again, a pair of conservative-leaning candidates siphoned
off more than 21,000 votes. In
addition, his main GOP primary
opponent refused to endorse him
in the general election and none of
the state’s top GOP elected officials

— including Heller and Gov. Brian
Sandoval — actively campaigned
on his behalf.
And all of this is why, if Tark
again wins the GOP primary next
year, he can win the general.
Regardless of who, if anyone,
he endorses in the primary, the
President of the United States will
support Tarkanian in the general.
And Adam Laxalt — who will be
the GOP’s nominee for governor
— regardless of who, if anyone,
he endorses in the primary, will
absolutely support Tarkanian in
the general.
So if Danny wins the primary —
and he’s already proved over and

over again he can do that — he’ll
have in the 2018 general election
something he’s never had before:
Top GOP establishment support in
a competitive race. But here’s the
big question…
Will Heller support Tarkanian
after the primary and actively campaign for him in the general? If so,
Danny will be the next U.S. Senator
for the State of Nevada.
Chuck Muth is president of
Citizen Outreach, a non-profit
public policy grassroots advocacy
organization and publisher of NevadaNewsandViews.com. He may
be reached by email at cmuth@
lasvegastribune.com.

MaCe yaMPoLSKy
The indictment focuses on their
years as political consultants and
lobbyists working with Ukraine. It
alleges that they received tens of
millions of dollars for their Ukraine
work, and to hide that income,
they laundered the money through
“scores of United States and foreign
corporations, partnerships, and
bank accounts.” It includes details
about their lavish lifestyle, that they
used money from offshore accounts

to pay for mortgages, children’s
tuition and home decorating. The
indictment says more than $75
million flowed through the offshore
accounts, specifically that Manafort
laundered more than $18 million
and Gates transferred more than $3
million from the offshore accounts.
Focus on Ukraine work
Signed by Robert Mueller, who
was named special prosecutor May
17, the indictment focuses on an
entity first created by Manafort in
2005 for political consulting, called
Davis Manafort Partners. In 2011,
Manafort created DMP International (DMI) and began consulting,
lobbying and doing public relations
for Ukraine.
Gates worked for both firms,
and according to the indictment
“served as Manafort’s right-hand
man.” A focus was advancement of
the pro-Russia political party in the
Ukraine, the Party of Regions,” and
candidacy of Viktor Yanukovych
for president. He was elected in
2010 (and fled to Russia four years
later).

Because Manafort and Gates
were directing a campaign to lobby
the US on behalf of the government
of Ukraine and officials there, the
indictment says, they were required
to report the work and income.
They didn’t and when asked by the
Justice Department about it, they
lied about it.
Manafort and Gates used an
entity called the European Centre
for Modern Ukraine, (the Centre)
allegedly to conceal their activities. Mueller said the Centre was
set up in 2012 “as a mouthpiece
for Yanukovych and the Party of
Regions.” (The Centre ceased operations in 2014 when Yanukovych
fled to Russia). Mueller alleges that
Manafort and Gates developed a
false “cover story” using the Centre to distance themselves from
Ukraine.
But are we as American
as apple pie?
As DOJ was investigating
whether Manafort, Gates and DMI
were acting as agents of a foreign
country without registering (a

violation of the Foreign Agents
Registration Act), Manafort, Gates
and DMI continued their cover story, the indictment alleges. Letters
“approved by Manafort and Gates”
insisted that DMI’s efforts did not
include work on behalf of the Party
of Regions within the US. They said
they had merely served to introduce
Company A and Company B to the
Centre.
In fact, Mueller alleges,
Manafort and Gates had selected
the two companies to undertake the
lobbying on behalf of Yanukovych
and the two men then engaged in
weekly calls and emails to direct
the steps to be taken. They paid the
lobbying firms more than $2 million from their offshore accounts,
according to the indictment.
The document says that the
July 2017 search of Manafort’s
Virginia home revealed numerous
documents related to this lobbying.
(Manafort had apparently told investigators that DMI did not keep
communications beyond 30 days
(See Mace, Page 14)

And So It Begins...

By Mace yampolsky
Paul Manafort, President
Trump’s ex-campaign chair, and
former Trump Campaign aide
Rick Gates were indicted in a
12-count indictment in Special
Counsel Mueller’s investigation
into Russian election meddling.
Paul Manafort and Rick Gates will
stay under house arrest and GPS
monitoring for the time being, federal Judge Amy Berman Jackson
said Monday.
At a hearing in Washington on
November 6, 2107 Judge Jackson
said she won’t make a decision
on both defendants’ bail until she
receives more information on
their financial situation. Once that
information is filed, she proposed
the pair remain under GPS monitoring, but be allowed to travel in
their local area — the Washington
area for Manafort, and Richmond,
Virginia for Gates.
Additionally, she proposed they
will be prohibited from being near
airports and train stations, and will
have evening curfews.

Judicial tyrants strike blow against Cliven Bundy

Larry Klayman decries judge’s action on jury selection in rancher’s trial

By Larry Klayman
In the years, months and days
before the signing of the Declaration of Independence in my native
city of Philadelphia, on July 4,
1776, King George III, having issued one unjust if not illegal edict
after another, having unfairly prosecuted a number of key American
colonialists, having severely taxed
the people and having attempted
to seize the firearms of citizenry
so they could not rise up and challenge his will, invidiously took the
criminal justice system back to the
Court of King James, depriving the
colonies of their own justice system. These were among the primary
reasons our Founding Father’s
and their colonies broke from the
Crown, waged war to reassert their
hoped for freedoms and conceived
of and created a new nation.
Thomas Jefferson, perhaps our
greatest Founding Father and president, predicted at the time that
Americans would periodically have
to renew their freedoms and wage
periodic revolutions, even spilling
blood if necessary. He and his
colleagues knew that the tendency
of mankind is to fall back to the
despotic and corrupt ways of the
British monarchy, and thus there
needed to be constant vigilance and
sacrifice in the future to preserve
their God-inspired vision.
Sure enough, 241 years after our
independence, the Founding Fathers’ prophecy has come true; and
given the neglect of the populace
to stand up to the tyrannical politi-
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cians, judges and lawyers who now
infest our legal system in particular,
the nation has fallen into anarchy,
chaos and outright fatal, cancerous
corruption.
Indeed, just before signing the
Declaration of Independence, another great Founding Father and
later framer of our Constitution
and second president, John Adams,
proclaimed that it would not matter
how many times we changed our
rulers or forms of government —
without ethics morality and religion, We the People would not see
a lasting liberty. He added, wisely,
that the new republic was fashioned
to be a nation of laws and not men,
having experienced the capricious
and tyrannical ways of the king and
his lackey judges and the pliant
solicitors (trial lawyers) who appeared before them, who not only
subverted justice, but meted out and
furthered injustice at nearly every

turn. That is indeed why the framers
inserted into our Constitution the
right to be tried by a jury of one’s
peers, in criminal matters in particular. They had come not to trust the
whims and political inclinations,
to put it most diplomatically, of
the handpicked judges and “yes
men” of the British Crown — who
shamelessly did the king’s bidding,
while the solicitors, to feather their
own nest and curry favor to fill their
financial coffers, rolled over to the
king’s judicial tyranny.
But despite these fears, and the
creation of the jury to try criminal
defendants, the Constitution’s
framers, while inspired by God,
were not God! They made a fundamental mistake by sanctioning the
political appointment of judges by
the president, as well as giving them
tenure to serve for life. Of course,
the rationale for life tenure was that
judges should be insulated from
political and societal pressures and
thus be free to not be accountable
to moods of the populace, only to
the rule of law.
However, sadly and tragically,
things have not turned out that way,
thanks to the inherent and evolutionary dishonesty of mankind, to
which the federal judiciary is not
immune.
I have been one of only a few
lawyers in the last decades who will
speak candidly about the corruption
inherent in our legal system and in
particular the federal bench, infested as well with attorneys who are
too afraid to take on these judicial

despots. And, why is that? Because
if a lawyer asserts himself before
these judicial monarchs, who have
virtually unbridled power in their
courtroom to make or more commonly destroy lives to advance
their careers through higher judicial
and other appointments by the corrupt politicians and special interests
who got them their lifetime jobs,
these lawyers are sanctioned with
fines or referred to pliant bar authorities who themselves have been
compromised by the establishment
that put them in place to do their
bidding.
The result, a lawyer who stands
up for our founding principles
against intellectually dishonest or
outright corrupt judges, risks not
only being punished by the judiciary, but also losing his legal license
to earn a livelihood, for which he or
she sacrificed so much in terms of
time and expense to obtain. Thus,
honest and courageous lawyers
who would stand up to the corruption on the bench risk disbarment
by bar associations that frequently
do the bidding of the political elite
in our society.
Couple that with the overwhelming tendency of most lawyers to
put their own personal interests
ahead of their clients’ needs and
this explains why federal judges in
particular think they can get away
with almost anything — particularly since their impeachment by
their establishment friends and
benefactors in Congress is only a
highly remote possibility. In today’s

degenerative age of deceit and
dishonestly, a federal judge would
have to be caught red-handed taking
an outright bribe, money in hand,
to only possibly be impeached and
convicted of this crime. Most of the
time favors and perks flow to these
corrupt jurists in other less tangible
ways — such as promises, explicit
or implicit, of appointment to a seat
on a prestigious appellate court or
even the Supreme Court, as just a
few examples.
This week and for many thereafter, I am in Las Vegas, Nevada,
participating in any way I can in
the defense of that brave rancher
Cliven Bundy, who with his sons
and family stood up to the tyranny
of King Barack Obama, Prince Harry Reid and their Bureau of Land
Management henchmen who tried,
unsuccessfully for now, to take
Cliven’s ranch from him and sell
it off to corrupt third parties — undoubtedly expecting kickbacks in
return. Cliven’s family had ranched
this land for over 150 years and
acquired grazing, water and other
rights to continue their American
and notably western way of life.
This week, despite an effort by
Cliven’s lawyers to pick a neutral
jury, the federal judge presiding on
the case, stepped in and apparently
manipulated jury selection. The
result: A jury was seated Thursday
that is not representative of Cliven’s
peers in the Nevada community and
is stacked to try to insure his conviction and that of his equally brave
(See Klayman, Page 13)
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Diplomacy in the Trump Era
By José Azel
To some, diplomacy and Donald
Trump is an oxymoron similar to
“controlled chaos,” “open secret
“or “organized mess.” Certainly,
President Trump does not appear
diplomatic in the sense of being
tactful or subtle. He projects a
brashness that challenges conventional diplomatic protocols.
Diplomacy relies on misdirection and ambiguousness. Recall,
for example, that during the Vietnam conflict a reporter asked, then
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger
how long he thought the war would
last. To which Kissinger replied,
“We are not at war in Vietnam.”
The dumbfounded reporter
countered. “How can you say we
are not at war? Nearly 50,000
Americans have been killed.”
“We are not at war until Congress declares war, “Kissinger
replied.
Clearly, by the reporter’s definition of war we were at war in
Vietnam. By Kissinger’s slight of
hand definition we were not. Such is
the oblique language of diplomacy.
Diplomacy is defined as the
practice of negotiation to secure
foreign policy objectives without
resort to force. It was not until
1796 that British parliamentarian
Edmund Burke coined the term
diplomacy to identify what was
then simply called negotiation or
négociation continuelle, in the term
used by Cardinal Richelieu, the
legendary First Minister of French
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King Louis XIII. In other words, the
activity of negotiation represents
the most important function of diplomacy. Thus, an administration’s
diplomacy should be assessed, not
on its rhetoric, but on its results
in advancing U.S. foreign policy
goals.
In a recent article I argued that
President Trump’s foreign policy
would not embrace the traditional
political orthodoxies of Idealism or
Realism. That is, it would not be a
foreign policy in the Idealist approach of military interventions or
nation building designed to foment
freedom and democracy throughout
the world. Nor, would it be a foreign
policy of pursuing national interests
devoid of moral principles as in
the Realist tradition. I then labeled
the new foreign policy approach
U.S.-Centrism.

Two recent overt military actions by the Administration substantiate my argument. First, the
attack with 59 Tomahawk cruise
missiles, launched from U.S. warships, on the Al Shayrat airbase,
home of the Syrian warplanes that
had carried out chemical attacks
against civilians. The attack was
timely, focused and proportional.
And, the first use ever, in eastern Afghanistan, of the BBU-43,
or Massive Ordinance Air Blast
(MOAB) that targeted an ISIS tunnel and cave complex. According
to military analysts, the BBU-43
was precisely the right weapon for
that target.
President Trump, in his remarks
on the Syrian attack, straddled the
Realist and Idealist arguments
noting in Realist fashion that: “It
is in the vital national interest of
the United States to prevent and
deter the spread and use of deadly
chemical weapons,” and adding, in
Idealist language, that “No child
of God should ever suffer such
horror.”
Independently of their military
efficacy, both of these actions
signal a U.S-centric approach that,
while in-line with our values, does
not commit U.S. resources beyond
what is necessary to protect our national interest and to make a point.
Most importantly, these actions
frame the future diplomatic efforts
of the new Administration.
The obvious message of these
military actions is that the Ad-

ministration is prepared to act
independently, and will not be shy
about using military means. The
more subtle message is that it will
act guided by U.S.-Centrism. That
is, it will do what it needs to do to
protect U.S national interests and
no more than that.
This U.S-centric approach opens
up diplomatic possibilities not
anchored on ideology but on the
critical intersection of our values
and our interests. It will not be a
foreign policy that will put fear in
the minds of oppressive regimes as
some had hoped. Dictatorships offend our values, but not necessarily
our national interests. However, the
equation changes when U.S. national interests are threatened.
Thus, diplomacy in the Trump
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era is likely to be misunderstood
and unsatisfying to the usual constituencies. It will be a diplomacy that emphasizes negotiations,
unbounded by ideological conceptions of good and evil, but
responsive to the requirements of
U.S. national interests. It will be an
undiplomatic diplomacy.
*****
José Azel left Cuba in 1961 as a
13 year-old political exile in what
has been dubbed Operation Pedro
Pan — the largest unaccompanied
child refugee movement in the history of the Western Hemisphere.
He is currently dedicated to the indepth analyses of Cuba’s economic,
social and political state, with a
keen interest in post-Castro-Cuba
strategies.

Liberal media defends Muslim terror attack
By Frank Holmes
A Muslim fanatic killed 8 people, and injured 12 more not a mile
away from the site of the World
Trade Center attacks — and liberals, and the media have come out
bashing President Donald Trump
for the bloodshed.
As soon as they realized the
killer was a radical Islamic terrorist
— yet again — the media couldn’t
start apologizing for his religion
fast enough.
CNN anchor Jake Tapper started
the ball rolling the very minute officials confirmed that the murderer
yelled, “Allahu Akhbar! That’s the
same phrase radical Muslim terrorists yell before every attack — but
Tapper said it was music to his ears.
“The Arabic chant, Allahu Akbar, ‘God is great,’ sometimes is
said under the most beautiful of
circumstances,” he said.
CNN tried to cover up the phrase
by running a headline saying that
Sayfullo Saipov actually yelled,
“God is great!”
They’re lying, of course. Yes,
“Allahu Akbar” does literally
translate to ‘God is great’ — but
it’s intellectually dishonest to say
that’s the meaning of the phrase. A
more accurate translation is “Allah
is greatest” or “Allah is greater than
your God.”
It also means decapitation, being
burned alive, or squashed by an
industrial-size truck if you hear it in
the least beautiful of circumstances.
Other liberal media worried that
Muslims would be the real victims
— because they would be killed by
rampaging deplorables (like you).
NBC News covered the attack
by painting radical Islam as the
victim, and warned the country,
“Muslim Americans Again Brace
for Backlash After New York Attack.”
But the cake goes to “journalist”
Isaac Stone Fish, who used to work
at Newsweek and the elite Foreign
Policy magazine.
Real New Yorkers are ignoring
the attack, because the murderous
rampage is “not that important.”
Limp-wristed keyboard-warriors like Fish hate the fact that the
president took tough action after
the attack. Trump said this animal
should get the death penalty — and
he told immigration officials to
begin “extreme vetting” of everybody who comes into America, and
moved to end Chuck Schumer’s
“Diversity Visa” program that allowed Saipov to come to America
from Uzbekistan in the first place.
To this elitist, keeping America’s
borders wide open is so important
that he can stand having a “small
terrorist attack” every now and
then.
Trump’s strength makes liberals
so crazy, they’ll do anything to fight
him. The media has jumped the

shark so bad, they don’t just say the
killer wasn’t a Muslim — they say
he’s “anti-Islamic”!
The New Yorker praised a teacher in a New York City who told her
public school class, “Every time I
see that…some (terrorist) has said
‘Allahu Akhbar,’ I feel a pit in my
stomach, because terrorism is the
evil opposite of what Islam is. So
many of our kids here at Stuyvesant
are Muslim, and they fear being
tarred with this kind of thing.”
This is what public education
has become in the Big Apple.
Thanks, teachers’ unions!
The murderer left a note in the
truck pledging his undying support
to the Islamic State. After he was
caught, he asked if he could display
an ISIS flag in his hospital room.
Even his name, Sayfullo Saipov,
translates to “Sword of Allah.”
Muslims have committed 92%
of all terrorist murders in the U.S.
since 9/11, according to the libertarian Cato Institute, which opposes
tough immigration laws.
Still, the media tries to convince
you not to believe what you see
with your own eyes, hear with
your own ears, what your gut tells
you should be obvious: America is
under attack from within.
To admit that is too “Trumpian.”
Instead, MSNBC contributor
Malcolm Nance told his audience a
Muslim terror attack “is not Islam,
whatsoever.”
“None of this is condoned”
by Islam, he said — even though
Muslim holy books praise violent
jihad, including beheading infidels.
“None of that is Islamic,” he
insisted. “It’s anti-Islamic.”
Unfortunately, he said, “There’s
virtually no way to stop it.”
Killing the terrorists in our country — then not bringing in more
people just waiting to be “radicalized” by ISIS propaganda — would
make a damn good start.
*****
Women’s March leader
helped NYC terror attacker
What do the Women’s March,
Glamour magazine, and the radical Islamic terrorist who killed
8 New Yorkers this week have in
common?
The Left’s favorite Muslim

activist is at the center of a twisted
puzzle that literally let terrorist Sayfullo Saipov get away with murder.
Linda Sarsour — one of the
chairs of the Trump-trashing Women’s March — helped get the cops
off his trail.
Let’s start with the attack and
work backwards.
As soon as someone notified her
that the killer yelled the Muslim
prayer “Allahu akhbar!” during
his attack, Sarsour tried to deny it.
It begins. CNN reports murderer
said “Allahu Akbar.” Queue the
Islamophobia. Many Muslims will
now have to answer to Manhattan.
Unfortunate.

After police confirmed the Islamic quotation, she still tried to
beat back the idea that he killed
innocent people because of their
common religion.
PC liberals are falling all over
themselves to claim this terrorist
attack had nothing to do with
Saipov’s religion — but the facts
show, that’s exactly how we got
into this in the first place.
After the terror attack, New
York Deputy Police Commissioner
John Miller said, “This isn’t about
Islam, this isn’t about the mosque
he attends.”
He and Sarsour have lots of
reasons to work together.
New York cops used to monitor
the mosque that this twisted killer
attended… until Linda Sarsour
personally got them to stop.
Miller’s the one who gave the
order.
In 2005, the NYPD set up a “Demographics Unit” to key a close eye
on potential terrorists. Undercover
policemen would go into mosques
to see if anyone there was spouting
extremist rhetoric or threatening to
wage jihad.
One of the places they had under
surveillance was the Omar Mosque
in Paterson, New Jersey — the

mosque that Saipov attended.
But then Sarsour started demonstrating. She said that watching for
radical Muslims inside mosques is
“Islamophobic,” and whined that
“the Demographics Unit created
psychological warfare in our community.”
That’s better than having terrorists wage real warfare against
Americans, right? Not to Sarsour.
She raised hell until she finally
scored a meeting with police brass
over the renamed “Zone Assessment Unit” in 2014.
That’s when the department’s
intelligence chief, named John
Miller — yes, that John Miller —
shut it down.
Now he’s doing a little CYA
(see Holmes, Page 13)

(Continued from Page 10)
which litigates to advance liberty
by challenging government encroachment and restrictions, found
that Nevada is the most expensive
state in which to work in a licensed
lower- and moderate-income occupation. The average licensing fee
was $505. The law also requires an
average of 601 days of education
and experience and two exams, IJ
found.
IJ also noted that Nevada’s education and experience requirements
don’t seem to align with public
safety concerns.
“Emergency medical technicians can earn a license with just
about 26 days of training. This is
far less training than required of
barbers, mobile home installers,
cosmetologists, makeup artists, skin
care specialists, manicurists and

massage therapists,” IJ recounted.
In fact, to become an interior
designer in Nevada requires 2,190
days of experience and/or education, while one can obtain a security guard license and a child care
worker license at no cost with only
two days of training.
Bills in both the 2015 and 2017
Nevada legislative sessions to modestly reform licensing requirement
died without ever getting a hearing.
But perhaps there is an inkling
of hope.
According to the Washington Examiner, representatives of
11 states, including Nevada, are
planning to meet in Tucson, Ariz.,
in December to examine ways to
lighten the burden of professional
licensing laws, especially for jobs
that do not require a college degree.
The meeting is being coordinated

by the National Conference of State
Legislatures, the National Governors’ Association and the Council
of State Governments.
The licensing requirements also
vary wildly from state to state and
can be a hindrance for relocation,
especially people such as military
spouses who move frequently.
A 2015 study by the Brookings
Institution found job restrictions
resulted in 2.8 million fewer jobs
nationally and raised consumer
costs by $203 billion annually.
Are the protections worth it?
*****
Thomas Mitchell is a former
newspaper editor who now writes
conservative/libertarian columns
for weekly papers in Nevada.
You may email Mitchell at thomasmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs at
http://4thst8.wordpress.com/.
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Trump packs a punch against North
Korea as he embarks on Asia tour

By Gillian Turner
The Hill opinion contributor
President Trump relaunched the
“U.S. pivot to Asia” this weekend
by kicking off a tour that will take
him and the first lady across five
countries in 12 days. It’s an epic
trip, the likes of which an American president hasn’t undertaken in
more than a decade. The last sitting
president to visit as many countries
in the region in one trip was George
Bush in 2003.
Officially, the White House has
billed the visit as a show of support
for the alliance between the United
States and Asia, designed to highlight the economic and security ties
that bind us together. Stops at the
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
Summit in Vietnam and at Association of Southeast Asian Nations in
the Philippines afford opportunities
to bolster multilateral alliances,
while official state visits to China
and South Korea will emphasize
the importance of strong bilateral
relationships.
It’s a grand tour with an even
grander message about the importance of regional cooperation in the
21st century. The reality, however,
is that this trip also has a far more

specific strategic purpose. It is a vehicle for President Trump to deliver
a stark message about U.S. military
capability and preparedness to
a small audience in Pyongyang,
arguably an audience of one.
President Trump’s pit stop in
Hawaii over the weekend underscored this reality quite clearly.
While on the ground, he and the first
lady paid tribute to Americans who
perished at Pearl Harbor and during
America’s subsequent participation
in World War II, but he also paid a
visit to the U.S. Pacific Command
before departing American soil and

By Rob Natelson
The Hill opinion contributor
Left-of-center activists are prodding state lawmakers to waste public time “ratifying” a constitutional
amendment that, by its very terms,
is long dead and can no longer be
ratified. Earlier this year they even
convinced the Nevada legislature to
sign on to their campaign.
They should use their time and
energy more wisely by campaigning for amendments that are both
feasible and would make life better.
One such amendment was proposed
by James Madison and approved by
Congress over two centuries ago
— but could still be ratified today.
In 1972, Congress proposed
a measure supporters dubbed the
“Equal Rights Amendment” (ERA).
On its face, the ERA seemed to ensure equality for women. In a burst
of enthusiasm, 35 of the necessary
38 state legislatures ratified it.
As public debate continued,
however, it became clear the ERA
was a poorly-drafted measure that
would do little for women’s rights.
It would have transferred massive
amounts of power away from local
governments and elected representatives, handing it instead to
lawyers, judges, and bureaucrats.
When state legislatures realized
this, the ratifications stopped and
several states rescinded.
As proposed by Congress, the
ERA provided that it would become
part of the Constitution only if 38

states approved it within seven
years — that is, by 1979. When the
ratification campaign bogged down,
Congress tried to change the rules
by extending the deadline to 1982.
Not surprisingly, a federal court
ruled that Congress could not do
that. Although the court’s decree
later proved unnecessary — state
legislatures weren’t going to ratify
such a flawed amendment anyway—the court’s opinion remains
one of the most thorough judicial
discussions of the amendment
procedure.
Of course, even if Congress’s
extension had been valid, the ERA
still would have expired long ago.
Do activists have any serious
legal basis for raising the ERA
zombie? Well, no. Their “legal” arguments are based on a 1997 article
written as a law student project. As
often happens with student projects,
the article is so error-ridden that no
court is likely to take it seriously.
Activists should spend their time
more productively by promoting
useful constitutional reforms overwhelmingly favored by the American people — reforms now blocked
by an unresponsive Congress. Examples include federal term limits
and a balanced budget rule.
Or, if they want to exercise
their fascination for the ancient,
they could campaign to complete
ratification of James Madison’s
original first amendment, which
Congress proposed in 1789 as part

of the Bill of Rights. Although the
requisite number of states have
never approved it, unlike the ERA,
the original first amendment has no
ratification deadline.
As proposed by Congress, the
measure provided for growth in
the House of Representatives along
with the growth in population,
until such time as: the number of
representatives shall amount to two
hundred, after which the proportion
shall be so regulated by Congress,
that there shall not be less than two
hundred representatives, nor more
than one representative for every
fifty thousand.
The effect of this amendment
today would be convert the U.S.
House of Representatives from a
council of Washington D.C. politicians into an assembly of over 6000
citizen-lawmakers — linked to each

“ample evidence” tying ISNA to
Hamas.
—Sarsour met this year with
convicted Palestinian terrorist Rasmea Odeh, who was part of a plot
that killed two Jewish college students in 1969. Odeh was deported
and stripped of her U.S. citizenship
in March for lying to federal officials about her blood-soaked past.
She and Miller helped make
“Islamophobia” as scary, or even
scarier, than actual Muslim terrorism — and it’s resulted in dead
bodies.
Saipov’s neighbors reported that
they were creeped out that Saipov’s
devout Muslim wife wore a headcovering where “you could only see
the eyes.” Another neighbor said he
was highly suspicious the whole
week that Saipov had a heavy-duty

truck parked on the street. “I think
he was practicing,” the Hispanic
man said.
But he didn’t tell anyone. He
could be accused of being anti-Muslim, racist — you know,
deplorable — and lose, everything.
Now Sarsour’s community organizing has paid off with its very
own act of jihad against the Great
Satan.
So, how did Glamour magazine
reward her? Sarsour is being honored as a role model for teenage
girls. Glamour magazine made her
one of its four “Women of the Year”
in its new issue, which infested
newsstands on Friday.
Palestinian-American activist
Linda Sarsour has been honored
as one of Glamour’s Women of
the Year.
Our country has two choices:
We can either fight the enemy with
everything we’ve got — turn in
terrorists even if we’ll be called
“Islamophobic” — or we can put on
the headscarves and start bowing to
Mecca five times a day.
What will you choose?
*****
Frank Holmes is a reporter for
The Horn News. He is a veteran
journalist and an outspoken conservative that talks about the news
that was in his weekly article, “On
The Holmes Front.”

heading east.
The U.S. Pacific Command is
one of only six U.S. unified combatant commands worldwide and
an inherently powerful symbol of
American military prowess. It’s
from this base that the United States
extends its reach across the Pacific
Ocean and projects military might
far and wide across the Asian continent. So it’s fitting that the White
House advance team chose this
venue for the commander-in-chief
to deliver a message that needed
to penetrate a regime 5,000 miles
away.

The message itself was clear:
We’ve got military options and
aren’t afraid to use them. The
first 10 months of the Trump administration have been a season
fraught with chaos, instability, and
escalating tension for the bilateral
relationship between the United
States and North Korea. In spite
all of this, however, the policy
underwriting U.S. posture towards
the rogue nation remains the same.
It’d be a mistake to allow the erratic
rhetorical attacks and mudslinging
between President Trump and Kim
Jong Un to distract from this fact.
Furthermore, and perhaps more
surprisingly, the Trump administration’s policy towards North Korea
is by and large a continuation of
the policies of Barack Obama and
George Bush. The structural foundation of U.S. policy towards the
North has long been diplomacy,
with financial sanctions, coupled
with the credible threat of military
force.
The potency of sanctions and
viability of military threats has
fluctuated over time and across
administrations, but reliance upon
diplomacy first and foremost has
prevailed. Towards this end, Pres-

ident Trump and his cabinet have
been in weekly contact with South
Korean, Chinese, and Japanese
leadership since day one in the Oval
Office. What is left to do now, from
their perspective, is to ratchet up
the military threat in the hope that
intimidation will ultimately bring
North Korea to heel.
Thus, we’ve seen Secretary
James Mattis, Secretary Rex Tillerson, and Ambassador Nikki Haley
repeatedly reference “U.S. military options” and the president’s
willingness to employ them, from
various summits and missions all
across the world stage. Whether
this is smart strategy or a fool’s
errand remains to be seen. President
Trump is fond of insisting that he’s
“committed to keeping all options
on the table” when it comes to dealing with North Korea. The coming
days will afford him the opportunity
to hold the world’s attention as he
enumerates them all.
Gillian Turner served as an
adviser to the National Security
Council during the George W. Bush
and Obama administrations. She
is now a Fox News contributor.
You can follow her on Twitter @
GillianHTurner.

other electronically, but residing in
and representing their local communities. (The Senate would not
be affected.) A large House of Representatives would better represent
popular opinion and make it much
harder for lobbyists and special
interests to control Congress.

It would give citizens much
better access to Congress than they
have now. It would magnify the
voices of the women the activists
claim to care about.
Not only has modern technology rendered a very large House
of Representatives practical, the
cause is also politically feasible:
In 1992 dedicated citizens secured
ratification of Madison’s original
second amendment — now in the
Constitution as the 27th.
Whether or not activists undertake that project, they should
stop wasting public time. Let the
decomposed corpse of the ERA
rest in peace.
Rob Natelson is a constitutional
historian and former constitutional
law professor, serves as a senior fellow in constitutional jurisprudence
at The Independence Institute, the
Montana Policy Institute, and The
Heartland Institute.
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sons, the result being potential life
imprisonment. It is no surprise that
the judge presiding over the case
was the hand-picked jurist of former Sen. Harry Reid and President
Obama. Reid, after the now world
famous successful standoff at the
Bundy ranch, slandered and libeled
Cliven, his sons and the rest of his
family as “domestic terrorists.”
It is time for Cliven’s lawyers
to take a strong stand against this
judicial tyranny and with full respect for those few honest judges
on the federal bench, oppose what
happened in any legal and ethical
way possible. For if this judge
continues to railroad the lawyers
into submission, particularly given
Attorney General Jeff Sessions’
failure to step in to end this political
prosecution and reign in his Obama
holdover prosecutors, Cliven’s, his
sons’ and in the end your freedoms

will continue to be eroded by a
corrupt legal system which today is
little better than the one under the
tyrannical hand of King George III.
I, for one, will do my part not
to allow this to happen, and if necessary I will pay any price as our
Founding Fathers and framers of
the Constitution were prepared to
do. It’s time for you, the American
people, also to put your collective
foot down to end this judicial
and government tyranny before
the republic goes down for the
final count. Go to www.clivenbundydefensefund.org, and support
Cliven Bundy and, as importantly,
your own freedoms.
*****
Larry Klayman is a former
Justice Department prosecutor and
the founder of Judicial Watch and
Freedom Watch. His latest book is
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment.”

Let’s not waste time reviving the
zombie Equal Rights Amendment

Holmes

(Continued from Page 12)
because of his decision. After all,
if the attack did have something to
do with the killer’s mosque, Miller
blew it — by listening to Sarsour.
It’s not like Sarsour’s views
were a mystery. Her cousin and
brother-in-law served time in Israeli
prisons for aiding terrorists, and
her husband praised Palestinian
terrorist thugs.
Read the clues, detective!
His actions must have encouraged her to get braver and bolder in
her fight to make America a Muslim
country.
—Sarsour has tweeted that
America is being subjected to
Islamic Sharia law “sounds nice,
doesn’t it?”
—Sarsour made the Muslim
headscarf the preferred wardrobe
of the Women’s March, right after
“pussy hats.”
—Sarsour told her fellow Muslims to wage “jihad… not only
abroad in the Middle East or on the
other side of the world, but here,
in these United States of America,
where you have fascists and white
supremacists and Islamophobes
reigning in the White House.” She
said that in front of the Islamic
Society of North America, even
though ISNA was an unindicted
co-conspirator in terror funding,
and a federal judge ruled there was

Klayman
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Expect illegal immigration across the
Mexican border to double next year

By Steven Kopits
The Hill opinion contributor
President Trump has promised
to reduce illegal immigration to
the United States. More likely,
however, 2018 will see one of
the biggest waves of illegals from
Central America since the start of
the Great Recession.
The number of undocumented
border crossings, which are unknown, can be inferred from arrest
rates, which are well documented.
Therefore, discussions of border
jumping inevitably focus on apprehension rates, and we do here
as well.
A new study by the Department
of Homeland Security puts the
border patrol’s interdiction rate at
the Mexican border in the 55-80
percent range. The same study notes
that smuggler fees to “coyotes,”
who help migrants avoid the border
patrol, appear to have increased by
more than half since 2011, suggesting that law enforcement has indeed
tightened.
On the other hand, arrests have
remained range-bound around
500,000 annually since 2010, suggesting that the smuggling business
has adapted. The statistics do not
speak of an impenetrable border,
but rather one that requires more
planning and money than it used to.
For analytical purposes, a 55
percent interdiction rate seems
about right. Just under half of those
who try to cross the border, and are
not deterred along the way, make it

Viasmensky

(Continued from Page 10)
check number.
There are many foreign people
in the United States involved in the
scam and fraud businesses, but at
least they should have the common
sense to use someone with at least
some knowledge of the English
language to draw in a computer a
little credible check.
Even a fifth grader knows that
“Corporation” is not spelled with
two “p’s” and only one “r.”
No reputable corporation or
CPA of such a corporation would
use three different fonts to enter
the name of the Payee, the amount
of the check and the reason for the
check. Neither do they go to the
trouble to write the check in Col-

through. With that ratio assumed to
be constant, we can draw conclusions about border crossings from
apprehension rates.
Before the Great Recession, apprehensions at the U.S. border with
Mexico often exceeded one million
per year, at times by a considerable
margin. With the collapse of the
U.S. economy in 2008, however,
the work prospects for migrants in
the U.S. diminished, and arrests in
the border zone fell by more than
half, where they remained from
2010 until Trump took office.
As Trump took power, however,
border apprehensions collapsed.
Much of this was attributed to enhanced enforcement, which may
have played a part. The numbers,
however, suggest that intimidation
from the president’s oversized personality played a decisive role. In
fact, Trumpian intimidation took
hold even before the elections.

Illegal crossings are seasonal.
In a typical year, border crossings
peak in the spring to early summer,
as migrants cross for outdoors work
in construction and agriculture.
Crossings in the second half of the
year are usually fewer, typically
running only three-quarters the
pace of the spring months. Last
year was a clear exception to the
pattern. As usual, the spring saw a
peak in apprehensions, but rather
than subsiding, the pace picked up
afterwards and remained seasonally elevated until January — when
Trump took office.
The pattern strongly suggests
that Mexicans follow the news,
too, and decided to bring forward
their crossings in anticipation of
stricter enforcement in the new
administration. Thus, by Trump’s
inauguration, border patrol had
arrested perhaps 70,000 more
crossers than seasonally expected.

On the other hand, from Trump’s
election to the end of this year, we
project that 130,000 fewer crossers
will be arrested than anticipated for
2017. In other words, much of the
decline in 2017 can be explained
by crossers advancing their border
attempts into 2016.
Even so, Trump can personally
take credit for deterring 110,000
putative crossers, of which perhaps
50,000 would have succeeded in
entering the U.S.
The Trump effect, however, is
not lasting. If not buttressed by
action, the force of personality
will fade. And so the data shows.
Border apprehensions bottomed
in April and have been climbing
steadily since. They should be back
at typical levels now.
And that’s not all. Expect a banner year for illegal immigration in
2018. With the ebbing of the Trump
effect, crossings should return to
typical norms, representing about
30,000 arrests per month. To that,
add the crossers who deferred this
year and will probably make an
attempt next year, another 10,000
per month.These two factors alone
would more than double the apprehension rates of 2017.
These trends will be exacerbated
by a handful of critical economic
developments. First, hurricanes
Harvey and Irma and the recent
California fires will require up to
250,000 man years for clean-up and
reconstruction. And this comes at a
time when the National Association

of Housing Builders reports that
an unprecedented 82 percent of
construction firms are anticipating
labor shortages.
Further, the restrained pace of
crossings this year has meant that
farm workers are in short supply
in California, with wages of up to
$16 per hour now offered, but few
U.S. citizens interested in the work.
For migrant workers, the prospect
is all but irresistible. In Mexico,
unskilled labor will earn $2.50
per hour, so an increase in U.S.
wages from $10 to $15 per hour
is the equivalent of increasing net
U.S. wages from three times that
of Mexico, to five times that of
Mexico — which provides both the
funding and incentive for elaborate
and creative means to circumvent
the wall and border patrol.
The Trump administration can
unquestionably claim credit for
reducing illegal immigration this
year, which will come in at half
the level of 2016. But the victory
will be fleeting, and by next year,
the border zone will return to business as usual, and then some. In
2018, the U.S. promises voracious
demand for unskilled labor, and a
willingness to pay a hefty premium
to get it. As ever, undocumented
migrants will respond to the call,
by whatever means necessary to
circumvent border controls.
Steven Kopits is the president
of Princeton Energy Advisors, a
consultancy firm in Princeton, New
Jersey.

orado to send it to near Baltimore,
Maryland to mail it out. These
fraudulent people purchase labels
from “stamps.com,”
What is really disgusting is that

even though the Postal Service is
no longer part of the United States
government, they still use the name
of the United States making people
believe that they are still part of

the government. Stamps.com is
approved by the USPS to allow
customers and crooks to buy and
print postage online and the USPS
acts as a regulator of financial and

security protocols established by
Stamps.com.
We all know that US Postal
Service is struggling big time and
that Stamps.com meets the most
stringent security and financial
requirements of the government.
Which makes us believe that the
Postal Service is part of the fraudulent operation of all those people
coming from everywhere in the
world to defraud the American
people.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at pviasmensky@
lasvegas tribune.com.
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(SURE!); the indictment says that
numerous older documents related
to the lobbying were found.)
An ‘appetizer’ to
future charges?
“These are incredibly serious
charges, and suggest a longstanding
and pervasive pattern of reckless
illegality on the part of someone
who was instrumental in the Trump
campaign, and who should’ve
known better,” said Steve Vladeck,
CNN legal contributor and professor at the University of Texas Law
School.
“Taken together, it seems to
me that this is a very important
interim development in the Mueller investigation, but only as an
appetizer,” Vladeck said. “And
like most meals, if all we get is an
appetizer, I think folks on all sides
of the political spectrum will find
the denouement rather unsatisfying.

It’s a tantalizing step, but only if it’s
the first—and not the last.”
Where’d the money go?
Manafort paid $3 million in
cash for a brownstone in Brooklyn
and then took out a $5 million
loan “after promising the bank that
approximately $1.4 million” of
the loan would be used “solely for
construction of the Union Street
property.” According to the indictment, before the loan was made
Manafort told his tax preparer the
construction loan would allow him
to pay off a different mortgage in
full. He also allegedly used other
loan proceeds for a down payment
on a California property, according
to the indictment.
In 2012, Manafort allegedly
wired $2.85 million in Cyprus
accounts to purchase a Manhattan condo that he used as an income-generating property by renting it out on Airbnb. Four years

later when Manafort was applying
for a mortgage he falsely represented his daughter and son-in-law to
get a better interest rate on the loan,
according to the indictment. As a
result, the bank provided Manafort
with a $3.18 million loan.
Under the alleged scheme from
2008 to 2014, Manafort wired $12
million from offshore accounts in
Cyprus, Grenadines, and the United
Kingdom to buy luxury cars, clothing and art and to fund renovations
and home improvements relating to
his Hamptons, New York, property.
Well, he certainly knows how
to live well. I’ve done a lot of
Federal criminal work in my day.
Once the Feds set their sights on
you, it is not a pretty sight. Usually
they will reach out to Lower level
members of a criminal enterprise
in an effort to have them cooperate
against higher ranking members for
some benefit. Not filing charges,

dismissing charges, agreeing on a
less severe sentence. Each case is
different, but where will this lead?
According to tons of news
reports, Trump is incensed that a
special prosecutor like Mueller was
appointed at all. He was infuriated
that Attorney General Jeff Sessions
declared that he had a conflict.
Apparently, Sessions “forgot” that
he had meetings with Russian ambassador Sergey Kislyak. Oh, you
mean that Sergey? I didn’t think
that mattered.
Donald, aren’t you concerned?
They say that all roads lead to
Rome. It seems that all roads lead
to Trump, via Moscow. This story
will not go away. It is like a Hydra
head. A Hydra in Greek mythology,
is a serpent with several heads, each
of which, if cut off, grew back as
two; finally slain by Hercules. Well
I don’t see Hercules showing up in

Washington and slaying the Russia
probes.
A more modern definition is a
persistent and multidimensional
evil or problem that cannot be destroyed by a single blow and which
keeps presenting new challenges.
It seems like every time we turn
around there are more twists, turns,
permutations, and convolutions
than a contortionist trying to wrap
his legs around his head while
playing hopscotch and reciting the
Gettysburg Address. Who knows
what will happen next?
*****
For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.
Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!
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chance (in hell?) to enjoy eternity.
Does that sound anything like the
kind of God any one of us would
even want to be real? (It’s not hard
to understand the lack of belief
in God by some when we see so
much devastation and slaughter
of even those against whom the
shooter himself had no particular
issue. Could we really worship a
God who had personal preferences
and prejudices? — and what if God
was prejudiced against us or “our
kind”?)
People naturally want God to
match up with how they perceive
him. But would they go on believing in him if they took him at his
word that he does not wish even
one soul to be lost? That means the
shooter’s soul as well. It is not our
job to know what’s in another’s
heart, or how that thought or feeling
got in there. It is sufficient for God
to know, and for us to deal with
such individuals who harbor hate
and harm toward those who are the
targets of their hate and harm. It is

certainly not God’s wish nor desire
that anyone be slaughtered because
of the rage and hate of another.
While it may appear that God
(the “unacceptable God” that people don’t want to believe in) had
a hand in allowing all the recent
— and even way past — tragedies
that we human beings have had to
endure, the only part God had in
any of all that is to allow it, as in
letting the natural consequences of
man’s actions play out, just as he allows the damage that hurricanes do.
Some people, on the other hand
— considering an outcome that
causes more misery and heartache
than joy — may actually blame
God for their own poor choices
that led to their own messed-up
life, which can in turn nurture hate
until it is ready to explode in a fit
of rage, such as we recently saw in
Sutherland Springs, Texas.
Such actions ensue from a very
bruised, battered, and hurting heart
and soul — yet didn’t Jesus say that
he loved ALL of us, not only those
who obey the laws and are kind to

their fellow man?
Is there anything at all that any
one of us could have done to prevent that explosion of devastation
and slaughter? Yes, but we would
have to go way back in time to
before the thought of such an explosion of hate was in his mind. It
serves no good purpose to blame in
reverse, which cannot do anything
about the future, but we need to
look at what we always do and see
how we might be contributing to
bringing out the rage in another. We
cannot control another, but we can
control our own words and actions.
No, I am not in any way blaming
the victims of the shooter’s rage,
nor am I giving him — or any
other shooter-terrorist — a free
pass to express his raging beliefs
or his anger. As preachers of all
stripes talk about turning to God
and coming together in his name
in prayer, and putting our trust in
God, we cannot put all our stock in
that. Every human being is a vessel containing all of his thoughts,
beliefs, intentions, pains, sorrows,

and feelings of being wronged or
hurt, or loved and blessed. We can
see the outside of that vessel, but
not the inside. When the pain goes
so deep that it can do nothing but
explode, it is like a volcano that
needs to erupt. Yet God still does
not wish to lose even that one soul.
Yes, praying as a nation can send
that prayer-energy to the hearts of
the victim’s loved ones, helping
to soothe their soul and perhaps
even soften their deep-seated pain.
Perhaps learning more about the
cause of mental illness and what
we can do when see such signs of
that condition, which is far more
prevalent today than any of us can
know — just as we try to understand PTSD when we see it in our
returning servicemen and -women.
It might seem easier to hate in return for hate, even though love is
actually more contagious than hate;
but remember, Jesus taught us to
love our neighbor (that’s everyone)
not only as we love ourself, but as
he has loved us. We need to ask
ourselves if we do.

Perhaps if we knew that love
means the desire to do good to others, and that in so doing, we might
be able to help a person heading
into hate and rage to take a step
back and allow the rage to subside,
that might be one person less to
shoot up a church, or a school, or a
community.
We didn’t get lessons from the
Man of Peace to teach us to love
those who already love us and treat
us with kindness. While even Jesus
knows there’s a time for war as
well as a time for peace, we need to
remember that the more we can all
desire to do good to others as we go
about our everyday living, hoping
to make our love contagious, the
less rage will likely build in the
hearts of any would-be haters.
Prevention is far better than any
action after the fact.
*****
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas
Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis, email her at maramis@
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“MJ LIVE”: Thrilling Tribute
to Michael Jackson
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
during the “MJ LIVE” show
Nationally famous Tribute Artist Santana Jackson’s seemingly
unlimited energy rose to meet the
demanding beat of each of the 18
hits as he sang and danced! Yes, 18
Michael Jackson classic hits packed
into one show. These songs include
“Bad,” “Billie Jean,” “Beat it,”
“Dangerous,” “Smooth Criminal,”
“Black & White,” “Thriller,” and
“Don’t Stop Till You Get enough.”
With spectacular lighting, dynamic special effects and a large
stage, the audience is captivated
by Santana’s actions and the entire
production.
Tribute Artist Santana Jackson
sets the stage with a powerful rendition of the “MJ LIVE” tribute to
Michael Jackson, a tribute defined
with Santana’s own feelings of love
for the idol.
During our interview after the
show, Santana explained, “I don’t
perform for the money and want
to give back. I love doing this and
try to bring the same energy, the
same passion that he did. I want the
audience to feel the same energy
I feel, I want the audience to feel
the Michael in me. He has taken
over me on the stage and it pumps
everybody up.
I try to act the same as Michael
Jackson did and perform at least 10
charity events each week in children’s hospitals, St. Jude Ranch,
and others to keep the legacy of
Michael alive. Children smile and
that makes it great.
I have been singing and dancing
to Michael’s music since I was six

Santana: “I want the audience to feel the Michael in me. He has taken over me on the stage.”

“MJ LIVE” includes 18 of Michael Jackson’s classic hits!

“MJ LIVE: Tribute to Michael Jackson”

years old and studied every day,
non-stop. Dancing was one of my
favorite things to do.”
Santana wanted everyone to
share his wish, “Treat people the
way you want to be treated, love the
way you want to be loved and if the
world would stop hating and start
loving it would be a better place!”
I enjoyed “MJ LIVE” so much
at both of their openings first in the
Rio All Suites Hotel and later when
they moved to the Stratosphere,
after two years it was time to see
the show again!
After the show, many members
of the audience joined the “Meet
and Greet” for autographs and
pictures with Santana. They were
so happy, their feelings obvious,
this was a great evening for them!
Considered the No. 1 Michael
Jackson tribute concert in the
world, “MJ LIVE”, show time: 7
pm nightly, Tickets: 702-944-4919,
at the Stratosphere Hotel.
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a Show
and Dining reviewer as well as travel, health, luxury living and more.
Sandy is talk show host of Sandy
Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV. For
information, questions, or to recommend subjects, please call (702)515-0846, FACEBOOK@SZLVTV
or email www.sandyzimm2003@
yahoo.com. SUGGESTIONS: Do
you have a fave comedian, singer,
musician, hypnotist, ventriloquist,
specialty act, production show or
any other entertainer? Send your
fave, the reasons for your choice,
your name, email and you may win
complimentary tickets to a show or
other prizes.

Santana’s wish, “Treat people the way you want to be treated, love the way you want to be loved. If the world would
stop hating and start loving, it would be a better place!”

Considered the No. 1 Michael Jackson tribute concert in the world, “MJ LIVE”.
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A Harmony Spa and Commercial Center’s
Art Walk and Open House: November 11th

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
The A HARMONY SPA is inviting the public to a complimentary
Open House, November 11, with a
day of events.
Beginning at 11am, you can attend the Holistic Healing Festival.
Join the Commercial Center
Open House, at 12:30, for the
exciting Art Walk with live music.
There will be a kid’s area and a
chalk area for the Public Chalk Art
Competition.
5pm: Competition Judging and
prizes.
5pm-7pm: D.J music and fun.
7pm-10pm: Lou Ragland and
Friends, Live Music, free show at
Italian Oasis
*****
UNIQUE LIGHT PARK
NAMED A TOP
HOLIDAY ATTRACTION
Glittering Lights at Las Vegas
Motor Speedway will be celebrating its 11th season in 2011, lighting
up the speedway from November
18 through January 1. With more
than 400 animated and sparkling
displays creating a 2.5-mile drivethrough course, Glittering Lights
at Las Vegas Motor Speedway is
the largest holiday light park in the
area. Formerly known as Gift of
Lights, the Glittering Lights event
has become a beloved holiday tradition for many families in the Las
Vegas area.
Since its move to the Las Vegas
Motor Speedway in 2010, the event
was named one of the top 10 holiday events in North America by
AOL/MSN and Citysearch.com.
For the second season in a row,
Las Vegas Motor Speedway will
become home to millions of LED
lights, hundreds of light displays,
and the festive Santa’s Village.
Santa’s Village will feature
holiday attractions including a
snow castle tent and snow-making
machines, a holiday concessions
area with a Hot Cocoa Corner, and
free photo opportunities with Santa
and other Christmas characters.
Glittering Lights will be working
with Goodwill of Southern Nevada
again this season. In past seasons,
the light park has been the largest
single donation event for Goodwill
in Nevada for the year.
Discounts will be offered to visitors who bring bags of gently used
clothing to donate. The event will
also benefit Speedway Children’s
Charities this year. One hundred
percent of Las Vegas Motor Speedway’s proceeds will be donated to
the charitable organization whose
mission is to care for children in
educational, financial, social and

medical need so that they may
lead productive lives. Based on
records from previous seasons,
about 25,000 cars are expected to
drive through this year, bringing in
about 140,000 visitors.
The park will be open to visitors
every night — including Christmas
— from November 18 through
January 1. Hours of operation are
Sunday-Thursday, 6-9 p.m., and
Friday and Saturday, 5:30-10 p.m.
The cost is $15 per vehicle, and
the first 15,000 vehicles to drive
through this season will receive a
gift bag with holiday values from
the event’s sponsors. For more
information on Glittering Lights at
Las Vegas Motor Speedway, visit
www.VegasGlitteringLights.com
or find last year’s Gift of Lights
at Las Vegas Motor Speedway fan
page on Facebook.
*****

COLORS OF LIFE EVENT
The Colors of Life honors the
58 lives lost and refuge for women,
with a red carpet, and art auction
charity event on Saturday, November 18, from 6 to 9 p.m. It’s
an evening of fashion, art, silent
auction with live music, wine and
appetizers.
The Colors of Life event will
be held at the Reflection Bay Golf
Club, 75 Montelago Blvd., in Henderson, Nevada. Although life goes
on for many of us, 58 lives have
been taken away, and these effects
are lasting grief for many people.
We are also Sponsoring Refuge
For Women as the fight is real. Las
Vegas Women are coming together
and standing strong in putting on
a RED CARPET — Art, Fashion
Gala, Silent Auctions, Food, Music, Dance and many more. For
questions, sponsoring or donations
contact colcharityevent@gmail.
com. Proceeds will go to the families in need.
We are asking the community to
come out and support this event, as
this could have easily happened to
any of us and our families. We are
continuously adding more sponsors
and more prizes to this event.
Presented by: Si Mee Collections and friends Location: Reflection Bay Golf Club, Lake Las Vegas
Date/Time: November 18, 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. Let your color shine, Giving
is the new color.

CHARLIE WILSON TO
PERFORM AT STAR OF THE
DESERT ARENA IN PRIMM
Tickets are on sale now for
Charlie Wilson in concert on Saturday, Nov. 25 at the Star of the
Desert Arena in Primm. Guests
will enjoy songs from the Grammy
Award nominee including “There
Goes My Baby,” “Charlie, Last
Name Wilson,” “Let’s Chill” and
“You Are.” Doors open at 7 p.m.
and the show begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $35.
Wilson’s rise to fame began as
a member of The Gap Band along
with his brothers Robert and Ronnie, cementing their place in history with funk hits such as “Party
Train,” “You Dropped a Bomb On
Me,” “Outstanding,” Wilson went
on to enjoy a lucrative solo career,
during which he was nominated for
11 Grammy awards. He received
the Soul Train Icon Award in 2009
and a BET Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2013. Wilson is the national spokesman for the Prostate
Cancer Foundation and an advocate
for sobriety awareness.
“Charlie Wilson is one of those
performers you definitely don’t
want to miss out on,” said Shana
Gerety, vice president of marketing
at Primm Valley Casino Resorts.
“We are so thrilled to have him at
the Star of the Desert Arena and we
anticipate it to be a packed house!”
For tickets, visit primmvalleyresorts.com or call the Star of
the Desert Arena Box Office at
702.386.7867. Box office hours of
operation are Tuesday to Friday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
*****
PEACE FROG: TRIBUTE TO
THE DOORS’ PERFORMS
AT CANNERY CASINO
HOTEL NOV. 11
Peace Frog: Tribute to the
Doors” will recreate Jim Morrison
and The Doors’ top hits at Cannery
Casino Hotel’s The Club on Saturday, Nov. 11
Formed in 1998 in Venice, Calif., Peace Frog has been performing exceptional renditions of Jim
Morrison and The Doors, impress-

ing fans with their recreation of the
legendary band’s sound, style and
concert experience. In their nearly
20-year career, Peace Frog has performed at various venues across the
world, including the United States,
Mexico, Australia, Japan, Canada,
Sweden and India.
The highly acclaimed tribute
group will bring The Doors’ bestloved hits to the stage, including
“Hello, I Love You,” “Light My
Fire,” “L.A. Woman” and “The
End.”
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets
start at $14.95 plus taxes and convenience fees, and are available
online at www.ticketmaster.com.
For more information, visit www.
CanneryCasino.com.
*****
SAMURAI: ARMOR FROM
THE ANN AND GABRIEL
BARBIER-MUELLER
COLLECTION NOW OPEN
AT BELLAGIO GALLERY
OF FINE ART
Featuring more than 50 objects
that were used both for combat
and ceremonial purposes, Bellagio
Gallery of Fine Art’s (BGFA) new
exhibit, Samurai: Armor from the
Ann and Gabriel Barbier-Mueller
Collection, is now open through
April 29, 2018.
The exhibit honors the culture,
lifestyle and art of the samurai warrior through centuries of Japanese
history. Intricate pieces such as
lacquered metal helmets adorned
with crests and delicate, detailed

armor capable of protecting the
samurai are on display.
The exquisitely crafted pieces
represent the evolution of the
samurai warrior’s appearance and
equipment spanning 600 years from
the 14th-19th centuries. During
this time period, Japanese society
recognized the advancement of
the samurai as a great honor: from
skilled archers to an elite class of
warriors respected for their military
skills, refinement and intellect. The
exhibit and pieces inside convey
the complete story of the samurai,
a part of the intellectual Japanese
elite who not only fought in battle, but also practiced poetry and
calligraphy.
BGFA is open daily 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. Last admissions are sold 30
minutes prior to closing. Guests
may enjoy complimentary daily
docent tours at 2 p.m., and private
docent tours are available at an
additional cost.
Tickets to BGFA are $18 for
adults; $16 for Nevada residents,
seniors 65 and older, and students,
teachers and military with valid
ID. Children 12 and younger are
free. For groups of 10 or more,
the gallery offers special pricing
of $12 per person. For additional
information, call (702) 693-7871
or (877) 957-9777, or visit bellagio.
com/bgfa.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas
Tribune newspaper. He writes a
weekly column in this newspaper.
To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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‘Show Us Your Cans’ at Crazy Horse III
to benefit Three Square Food Bank

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Top after-hours party destination
and award-winning gentlemen’s
club Crazy Horse III will host its
annual “Show Us Your Cans” food
drive to benefit Three Square Food
Bank from now through Monday,
Nov. 20.
For a donation of three non-perishable food items, Crazy Horse
III will offer a free cocktail and
free entry to guests, when using
individual or club transportation.
The club encourages canned
protein items to assist local families
in need and offers special thanks
to those who donate throughout
the season.
Three Square Food Bank is
Southern Nevada’s primary food
bank, providing food assistance
to the residents of Lincoln, Nye,
Esmeralda and Clark Counties.
Three Square combines food
banking, food rescue and ready-toeat meals to be the most complete
food solution for Southern Nevada
In 2017, the organization distributed more than 36 million wholesome meals to families in need
through a service network of more
than 1,600 community partners.
Crazy Horse III offers complimentary limo service, pending
availability, using Crazy Horse
III’s signature app or by calling
702-673-1700.
The easy-to-use app, available
for download on all mobile platforms, allows users to personalize
their experience with features
including table reservations, bottle service packages and dancer
profiles.
*****

FOUR-TIME GRAMMYNOMINATED SAXOPHONIST
BONEY JAMES TO
PERFORM AT THE
FOUNDRY INSIDE
SLS LAS VEGAS
Four-time Grammy-nominated
and multi-platinum selling saxophonist, Boney James, will perform
at The Foundry inside SLS Las
Vegas on Saturday, Nov. 18.
With a career spanning decades
and genres, James has sold over
three million albums and earned
numerous accolades, including four
Grammy nominations for “Best Pop
Instrumental Album” in 2001, 2004
and 2014, and “Best Traditional
R&B Performance” for his cover
of James Taylor’s hit, “Don’t Let
Me Be Lonely Tonight.” James also
holds a Soul Train Music Award for
“Best Jazz Album” for his 1998
album, “Sweet Thing,” and has bee
nominated for two NAACP Image
Awards for “Outstanding Jazz
Album” in 2014 and “Outstanding
Jazz Artist” in 2002.
Tickets are now on sale with
prices starting at $37.50, not including tax and fees. Doors open
at 7 p.m. for this 21+ event. More
information and tickets are available on The Foundry’s website at

foundrylv.com.
SLS Las Vegas always offers
complimentary covered parking
and valet services. More information is available at slslasvegas.com.
*****
DRUM, DINE AND
DONATE IN PAHRUMP
THIS NOVEMBER
Come to Pahrump this month to
make some cultural and classical
memories.
Join in on some tribal dance fun
with the Pahrump Social Powwow,
head to Mountain Falls Golf Course
to light up your night with classical
jazz music, and support a good
cause with Downtown Michael
Brown’s play for a cause.
Stay up to date with everything
happening in Pahrump by visiting,
www.visitpahrump.com.
Patio Performers with Downtown Michael Brown: Jazz up
your nights with the music styling
of Sha Na Na’s Downtown Michael
Brown as the sax player treats
guests to blues and jazz while they
dine. Brown will be playing to
raise money for Amanda’s Message, a documentary on skin care
awareness. Dinner and drinks will
be provided.
Date: Friday, Nov. 10 and 24
Time: 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Details: Seating is limited. Michael will be playing to raise money
for Amanda’s Message, a documentary on skin cancer awareness
Location: The Grill Room at
Mountain Falls Golf Club; 5001
Clubhouse Dr., Pahrump, NV
89061
Patio Performers: Enjoy a
night of dinner, drinks and great
music with Tom Boatman and Martin Mancuso. Delight in jazz and
light classical music with Boatman
Thursday, November 9. Take a trip
through time with Mancuso as he
performs the Beatles, Frank Sinatra, Elvis and many more classics
Wednesday, November 22.
Date: Thursday, Nov. 9 and
Wednesday, Nov. 22
Time: 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Details: This event is free. Seating is limited.
Location: The Grill Room at
Mountain Falls Golf Club; 5001
Clubhouse Dr., Pahrump, NV
89061
Pahrump Social Powwow:
Join Pahrump’s native Western
Shoshone and Paiute tribes for a
weekend full of family, fun, music, and culture. Don’t miss out on
Pahrump’s largest cultural event of
the year as they celebrate Native
American culture. Visitors will get
to experience the elaborate Native
American tribal dances and Native
American dishes. There will also
be an opportunity for visitors to
purchase Native American crafts
at the many craft booths located
throughout the festival.
Date: Friday, Nov. 17 to Sunday,
Nov. 19
Time: Friday at noon to Sunday
at 6 p.m.
Details: This event is free.
Location: Petrack Park; 150 S.
Highway 160, Pahrump, NV 89048
*****
THE MOB MUSEUM
ANNOUNCES
NOVEMBER EVENTS
The Mob Museum, The National
Museum of Organized Crime and
Law Enforcement, announces
events and special programs taking
place in November 2017:
The Wiseguy Speaker Series:
“The Last Jewish Gangster” — An
Evening with Myron Sugerman,
Thursday, November 9, 7 p.m.
Sugerman will discuss how the
histories of the Mob and Jewish

people in America are intertwined.
Author of the recently released
book, “The Last Jewish Gangster
from Meyerto Myron,” Sugerman
begins with the earliest days of the
Mafia and follows the trail to the
present day.
Sugerman tells the Mob story
from a Jewish viewpoint, with
stories gleaned from his firsthand
experiences and family connections
with some of the most infamous
Jewish mobsters.
Surprising topics to be covered
include how the Mob fought the
American Nazi Party in the 1930s
and how it cooperated with the U.S.
Department of Navy Intelligence
and provided security for New York
piers during World War II.
This event is FREE for Museum Members or with Museum
admission.
Kefauver Day, Wednesday, November 15, 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. The
Mob Museum celebrates Kefauver
Day to commemorate the Kefauver Committee hearing that took
place in the Museum’s courthouse
in 1950.
Named after Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee, the Kefauver
hearings were pivotal in the national fight against organized crime as
well as events that influenced the
development of Las Vegas.
This event is sponsored by Zappos.com and is FREE for Nevada
residents. Non-Nevada residents
will receive a buy-one-get-one
ticket. To celebrate Kefauver Day
and allow guests additional time
to experience the Museum, it will
remain open until 10 p.m. on that
night only.
Frankie Moreno To Perform at
South Point with Proceeds Benefiting The Mob Museum, Thursday,
November 16, 7:30 p.m. Three-time
“Las Vegas Headliner of the Year”
winner, Frankie Moreno will perform at South Point Hotel Casino
with a portion of proceeds supporting The Mob Museum, courtesy of
South Point and Frankie Moreno.
Tickets for this show start at $22;
click here to purchase.
Book Signing with Frank
Cullotta, Saturday, November
18, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Author of
“The Rise and Fall of a ‘Casino’
Mobster: The Tony Spilotro Story
Through a Hitman’s Eyes” tells the
life story of the mobster from his
unique perspective as Spilotro’s
childhood friend. Spilotro’s story
is most notably told in the 1995
movie “Casino.”
The book details Spilotro’s
ascent up the ladder to become
an Outfit boss, the many murders
linked to him and his subsequent
fall from power and murder at the
hands of the Outfit. No admission
fee is required to attend the signing,
which will be held in the Museum
store.
Community Safety Forum:
Homelessness, Sunday, November
19, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. The monthly
Community Safety Forum, held in

partnership with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and
generously sponsored by NV Energy, will address community homelessness. Representatives from the
Nevada Partnership for Homeless
Youth will share information about
the programs and resources available to homeless individuals in our
community. Attendance at the event
includes FREE Museum admission;
registration is required.
Thanksgiving Day Operating
Hours, Thursday, November 23.
The Museum will be open 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Black Friday Book Signings
with Nevada Authors, Friday, November 24, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Four
popular Nevada authors will sign
their publications in the Museum’s
retail store on Black Friday. Books
include “Las Vegas Babylon and
Lost Las Vegas” by Jeff Burbank,
“Discovering Vintage Las Vegas”
by Paul Papa, “Getting Off on
Frank Sinatra” by Megan Edwards
and “The House Always Wins” by
Brian Rouff. No admission fee is required to attend the signing, which
will be held in the Museum store.
*****

RACE TO BEER PARK
AT PARIS LAS VEGAS
THROUGHOUT
ROCK N’ ROLL
MARATHON WEEKEND
BEER PARK at Paris Las Vegas
will celebrate the upcoming Rock
n’ Roll Marathon with a flavorful
carb-loaded dish served throughout
the weekend, from Friday, Nov. 10
through Sunday, Nov. 12.
The rooftop bar and restaurant
will fuel race participants with
the Frito Pie Mac & Cheese with
BBQ meat, made with macaroni
and cheddar cheese, topped with
Fritos chips, smoked BBQ pulled
pork and spicy jalapeños, priced
at $9.95.
After the race, participants and
fans may unwind with a selection
of more than 100 beers, including
36 selections on tap, and an expansive menu of appetizers, burgers
and oversized sandwiches. BEER
PARK also offers incredible views
of the Strip, as well as adult-sized
activities such as Jenga, shuffle
board and Connect Four.
Reservations are available by
calling 702.444.4500 or by visiting
www.beerpark.com.
BEER PARK by Budweiser
is owned and operated by BEER
PARK, LLC (not by Anheuser-Busch).
*****

LAS VEGAS MONORAIL
PROVIDES ONLY STRIP
TRANSPORTATION DURING
GEICO ROCK ‘N’ ROLL LAS
VEGAS MARATHON
Once again, the Las Vegas
Monorail will be the only Strip

transportation option available
during the GEICO Rock ‘n’ Roll
Las Vegas Marathon & 1/2 Marathon, which will close Las Vegas
Boulevard South when it takes
place Sunday, Nov. 12.
Year after year, thousands of
runners and spectators attending
the Marathon and its four days of
events rely upon the Monorail for
getting to and from the start and
finish lines of the weekend’s races.
The Monorail also has a station at
the Las Vegas Convention Center,
which is the site of the Marathon’s
three-day Health & Fitness Expo,
Nov. 9 to 11. As the most efficient
and cost-effective way to navigate
the Strip during the Marathon, the
Monorail offers discounts up to
25 percent for multi-day passes
purchased prior to Nov. 6, making
it even easier to ride.
The race event schedule and
locations follow:
Thursday, Nov. 9, 3 to 7 p.m.,
Health & Fitness Expo, Las Vegas
Convention Center
Friday, Nov. 10, 11:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., Health & Fitness Expo,
Las Vegas Convention Center
Saturday, Nov. 11, 9:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m., Health & Fitness Expo,
Las Vegas Convention Center
Saturday, Nov. 11, 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Brooks Rock ‘n’ Roll 5K presented
by SLS Las Vegas Hotel & Casino:
—Closest Monorail stop for
the start and finish line is SLS Las
Vegas Hotel & Casino.
Sunday, Nov. 12, 3:55 to 6 p.m.
GEICO Rock ‘n’ Roll Las Vegas
10K
—Closest Monorail stop to start
line is SLS Las Vegas Station Hotel
& Casino.
—Monorail stop for finish line
spectator viewing is Harrah’s/The
LINQ station.
—Closest Monorail stop for runner exit is Flamingo/Caesars Palace
Station.
Sunday, Nov. 12, 4:30 to 10 p.m.
Marathon and 1/2 Marathon:
—Closest Monorail stop for the
Start Line is MGM Grand Station.
—Closest Monorail stop for
finish line spectator viewing is
Harrah’s/The LINQ station.
—Closest Monorail stop for
runner exit is Flamingo/Caesars
Palace Station.
Strip closures begin as early as
9 a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 12. Roads
re-open as runners clear, though the
finish line section will not re-open
until 2 a.m.
Marathon runners and spectators may purchase exclusive
discounted Monorail passes online
at https://tickets.lvmonorail.com/
Marathon2017/.
Single rides start at $5, with a
25 percent discount applying to all
advance purchases by Nov. 6 of
multi-use passes ranging from 2 to
7 days of unlimited travel. Beginning Nov. 7, runners and spectators
can save $4 off a 2-day pass and $5
off a 3-day pass at that link, or by
entering the promo code RUN4 ($4
off 2-day pass) or RUN5 ($5 off
3-day pass) at tickets.lvmonorail.
com.
Plus, a variety of other “Runner
Perks” are being offered to participants at properties along the Monorail’s route, ranging from special
ticket prices on KÀ by Cirque du
Soleil at MGM Grand, to 50 percent
off adult day admission to The High
Roller at The LINQ Promenade, to
2-for-1 draft beer at Umami Burger
at SLS Las Vegas.
*****
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Fink, email him at
jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Sandy’s interviews along Linda Suzanne’s Red Carpet

Rich Natole, Lindsay Cruz and David De Costa
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
Linda Suzanne’s “Legendary
Divas of Pop” concert (South Point)
was filled with so many celebrities,
I had the opportunity to interview
them along the Red Carpet: Rich
Natole (Radio Talk Show Host/ Impressionist), Lindsay Cruz (Horror
Film Actress), and David De Costa
(Frank Sinatra —The Rat Pack-Impressionist).
I did not have a chance to see
Rich Natole’s shows but his promo video was fantastic! As well
as opening for Linda Suzanne this
evening, Rich co-produced and
hosted the “Best of Vegas” at Smith
Center.
After I tried to get Rich to perform some impressions, he did a
quick Trump and Johnny Carson.
Rich appears at “All shook Up,” the
Elvis impressionist show (Planet
Hollywood) in addition to his tours
and corporate shows.
Next was an attractive young
lady, Lindsay Cruz (Horror Film
Actress), who surprised me. Lindsay appears in “Immortal Worlds”
as a villain! A female villain for a
change, that’s great breakthrough
for women. Lindsay was being
filmed in as she called it, “A super
big fight scene,” and was all bruised
under her clothes. Lindsay said, “I
like to play the villain because I’m
a Gemini, I have a good side and a
BAD side. The villain is my Bad
side, yes, it’s very bad. I have to
wear crazy contacts in my eyes.”
Lindsay says, “I’m a pretty
hot villain! I guess this is a break-

Rich Natole (Radio Talk Show Host- Impressionist- Opening for Linda Suzanne’s show)

through for women, they can now
play bruised, aching villains!”
Lindsay is waiting to see if her
short film wins the “Best Horror
Thriller at the Laughlin Internation-

al Film Festival.
She never heard Linda Suzanne
sing and was anxious to see the
concert.
SZ: “When I saw David De Cos-

Lindsay Cruz (Horror Film Actress- Portrays the Villain)

Linda Suzanne’s “Divas of Pop” concert (South Point).

ta (Frank Sinatra Impressionistthe Rat Pack, Sandy Hackett’s Rat
Pack), he had that Frank Sinatra
“look.”
David discussed his upcoming

The Rat Pack tour, “Every two
years we tour directly from Las Vegas to the United States, Australia
and Europe.”
He explained, “I’m happy to be
here for such a wonderful event and
such a wonderful cause. To help
raise as much money as possible
for the Las Vegas Victims and the
Humane Society.”
SZ: “Is your wife Dana, an
entertainer?”
David answered, “Just for me
at night. She’s from a musical
family.”
Linda Suzanne began her career
as a teen opening for such legends as: Rosemary Clooney, The
Righteous Brothers, Joni Mitchell,
Leon Russell and Ricky Nelson.
She debuted her new show “Linda
Suzanne Sings Legendary Divas of
Pop” on Sunday, October 15th in
the South Point Hotel, Casino and
Spa’s main theater showroom.
Some of the legendary artists
she honored tonight included: Donna Summer, Adele, Gloria Estefan,
Whitney Houston, Gladys Knight,
Dusty Springfield, Linda Ronstadt,
Connie Francis and many others
who were trailblazers.
Linda Suzanne Website: http://
www.lindasuzanne.com
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas
TV. For information, questions,
or to recommend subjects, please
call 702-731-6491 or email www.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.

Lindsay Cruz in “Immortal Wars”

David De Costa (Singer/Entertainer- Frank Sinatra Impressionist-The Rat Pack)
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Las Vegas Holistic Festival & New Free Public Artwalk

Historic Neighborhood Family of Businesses banding together to heal,
preserve and uplift Las Vegas’s Most Historic Neighborhood Plaza
The Historic Commercial Center District
respectively 953 E Sahara. Over the past
weeks has initiated a major cleanup project
spearheaded by Paula Sadler President of
Commercial Center Business Association
and Owner of A Harmony Nail Spa. Plans
are underway to create the Largest off the
strip free public Artwalk, and art sculpture
garden in Las Vegas.
Join them for their Holistic Healing Festival and Open House November 11, 2017 at
11 a.m. where they will hold a healing event,
and install the ﬁrst sidewalk murals, and have
a chalk art competition open to the public
The Historic Commercial Center, Las
Vegas, Nevada — November 11, 2017 — a
harmony nail spa in Commercial Center, Las
Vegas will host the holistic festival starting
at 11a.m. followed by the shopping center

open house and art walk, live music, exotic
foods, business showcase from 12 noon to 5
p.m. at Bldg. E.
The Historic Commercial Center District
invites you to see their work on their Facebook page facebook.com/commercialcenterdistrict showcasing live video and photos
of community cleanup, graffiti removal,
restriping of the parking lot, prayers and
meditations for healing.
Sadler recently represented the Commercial Center family of Businesses at The Board
of Clark County Commissioner Meeting for
District E, Chris Giunchigliani’s District
where Commercial Center sits. Chris G.
spoke with Paula about their public parking
lot and roadways maintenance requests
and was told it is scheduled for sealing and
restriping, last service was in 2004, and last

request was in 2009. A Win for Commercial
Center.
This Historic Plaza was opened in 1963,
and has housed hundreds of Las Vegas’s ﬁnest small business owners for over 50 years.
Providing a safe haven away from controlling
corporate chains and allowing the small mom
and pops family businesses to thrive, create
and ﬂourish.
Paula Sadler and the Business and Proper-

ty owners within are dedicated to preserving
this historic area by creating community
through the expansion of Art, Music and
Food. Several New Business and Restaurants
recently opening or in the process of opening,
Italian Oasis Pizzeria, Affordable Dental,
Sausage Fest, Haifa, handcraftivity, and many
more will be showcased at the open house,
thank you to our friends in the media getting
the word out.

FreeParkandArtLasVegas.com
For a New Public ArtWalk in Las Vegas!
1st Installations begin November 11, 2017

Showcase your talent in an 18 Acre Sidewalk Mural Exhibit
and Chalk Art Parking Space Exhibit. Chalk Art & Acrylic
All participating artists will be featured in
•

Social media blasts

•

Website to website links

•

Press releases

•

Documentary & New Historic Book
Historic Neighborhood Preservation Effort
Contact Paula Sadler 702-810-9831
artist@freeparkandartlasvegas.com
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CITY BEAT
One Nevada Credit Union makes award-winning
financial literacy program free for local classrooms

Local students are getting a
free education in how to manage
their money. One Nevada Credit
Union is working with Banzai, a
national award-winning financial
literacy program, to make curriculum available to 15 schools in the
Las Vegas, Reno, and Sparks areas
completely free.
“Banzai is a web-based financial
literacy program. Kids have their
own bank accounts, and they work
through assignments that are based
on real life,” Morgan Vandagriff,
co-founder of Banzai, said. “But
because One Nevada Credit Union
is sponsoring it, local schools get
it for free. More than ever, it’s
important that kids develop sound
financial skills to prepare them for
the real world. One Nevada Credit
Union realizes that, and they’re
doing something about it.”
Banzai is an interactive, online
program supplemented by printed
workbooks which aligns with
state curriculum requirements for
personal finance education. It has
become the largest program of its
kind, servicing more than 30,000
teachers and available in all 50
states.
One Nevada Credit Union has
offered time, money, industry experience, and a variety of credit union
resources to help local schools
teach personal finance in the classroom. Students using the program
are exposed to real-life scenarios
where they learn to pay bills and
balance a budget — but it’s not
always easy. Students must learn to
manage unexpected expenses such
as parking tickets, interest charges
and overdraft fees. The educational
program also introduces students to
auto loans, bank statements, entertainment costs, savings and more.
“Too often students get out of
school and they just aren’t ready
for the financial roller coasters life
can give us,” Vandagriff said. “Banzai teaches students to navigate
those twists and turns and come
out on top. We’re excited to work
with One Nevada Credit Union to
improve financial literacy in local
schools.”
Teachers interested in using the
Banzai program can visit onenevadacu.teachbanzai.com or call
888-8-BANZAI.
*****
Thank A Veteran
for their Service!
Forgotten Not Gone will be
partnering with Dougie J’s Cafe
owner Ralph Salazar for a week
of tribute to our Local Veteran’s
for Veteran’s Day. Dougie J’s Cafe
is a tribute from Suni Chabrow to
her son, SPC Douglas J. Green who
made the ultimate sacrifice when
he lost his life on August 28, 2011
at the age of 23, while serving his
second tour of duty in Afghanistan.
Suni recently sold Dougie J’s Cafe
earlier this year to focus on her
Nonprofit, The Douglas J. Green
Memorial Foundation. The Cafe
was purchased by Local Veteran
Ralph Salazar. Salazar also served
our country from 1988 to 1993 in
the US Army as a 91 B Combat
Medic. He was deployed to Saudi
Arabia during Desert Storm/Restoration in Kuwait.
Dougie J’s Cafe will donate half

of all the proceeds from the week
of Nov 6th leading up until Veteran’s Day, closing out on Nov 10th.
Thank a Veteran for their Service by
taking them to Breakfast or Lunch
at Dougie J’s Cafe. The Proceeds
will go to help Forgotten Not
Gone #FundtheMission of raising
Awareness and Proving Alternative
Solutions for #22DamnMany Daily
Veteran Suicides.
Thank a Veteran with a Meal!
Show the Veteran’s in your life
you appreciate the Sacrifices made
by their Service to selflessly defend
this Country.
—Buy Breakfast or Lunch at
Dougie J’s Cafe to Thank them for
their Service and Help support a
Veteran Owner in the community
and raise funds for Forgotten Not
Gone’s ongoing Mission to Help
End #22DamnMany Daily Veteran
Suicides.
Dougie J’s Cafe located at 603
S. Las Vegas Blvd.
Monday thru Friday 7 a.m. to 2
p.m., closed Sat & Sun
Telephone (702) 531-6319
*****

City launches new
downtown mobile parking
app Friday, Nov. 3
New PassportParking is now
available for on-street and offstreet spaces.
The city of Las Vegas will
launch a new parking app on Friday,
Nov. 3, with a special event outside
Container Park, 707 Fremont St.,
from 6 to 10 p.m. The theme of the
event is “Keep Your Change” and
will feature free arcade games and a
photo booth. New users can use the
promotional code “1FORFREE”
to receive a $5 credit towards their
first parking payment via the app.
The PassportParking mobile
application will allow users to:
—Pay for parking sessions;
—Monitor parking sessions;
—Modify time remotely;
—View payment history; and
—Receive email receipts.
Passport, a leader in mobile
payments for parking and transit in
North America, has been working
with the city for the past two years.
The company’s services have been
adopted by more than 300 agencies
around the world.
Representatives from the city’s
Parking Services team as well as
from Passport will be available for
questions from the media during
the launch event. PassportParking
is free to download from the App
Store and Google Play, and parkers
can also manage parking online at
ppprk.com.
*****
Large Vision Business
Network Mixer
This month theme LVBNM Red,
White & Blue Expo

(Celebrate Veterans Day, A Day
of Remembrance)
Clark County Business Exhibits
“We invite everyone in Clark
County to join us!”
Tuesday November 7, 2017
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Suncoast Hotel & Casino, Grand
Ballroom
9090 Alta Drive, Las Vegas,
Nevada 89145
Open to the public, Free admission (RSVP /or Free admission
ticket is required)
This years expo features;
—Exhibits - Veterans / Seniors
/ Small Business
—LVBNM BusinessBuilder
Presentation Series
—How to get a business loan for
Veterans & Senior Small Business
Owners
—Presentation of the flag ceremony
—Clark County Purchasing
Procurement Area, that will feature other companies purchasing
procurement company departments
as well.
—LVBNM Chefs Corner, tasty
food samples from local business
owners
Free admission tickets are being
distributed at Storage West Self
Storage Self with 13 locations
throughout Clark County.
For more info call — (702)
639-6964
Visit our web site — www.
pjproductionlive.com/LVBNM.
html
*****

City of Las Vegas
promotes online safety
with tips on Twitter
Is your information safe from
online threats? As more information
is stored online, it makes people
increasingly susceptible to Internet
outages, identity thieves, malicious
hackers and more. That is why
the city of Las Vegas Information
Technologies Department and
Office of Emergency Management
are spreading the word about online
safety as part of National Cyber
Security Awareness Month.
The Office of Emergency Management will provide cybersecurity
tips through its official Twitter
account @CLVAlerts throughout
the month of October. Tips include
simple steps to online safety; how
to create a cybersecurity culture in
the workplace; how to determine
if your information is at risk, and
more.
For more information, visit
the city of Las Vegas Emergency
Management webpage and the
Department of Homeland Security
webpage.
*****

Award-Winning New York
Burger Joint Black Tap to
Open at The Venetian
Black Tap Craft Burgers &
Beer will open its newest location
this winter at The Venetian Las
Vegas, bringing award-winning
burgers and viral milkshakes to
the Las Vegas Strip. The opening
marks Black Tap’s first expansion
in the U.S. beyond its four New
York locations. Since opening in
New York’s SoHo neighborhood
in 2015, Black Tap has received
worldwide acclaim for its burgers
and signature CrazyShakes. The

restaurant is helmed by Michelin-starred chef Joe Isidori and
lauded restaurateur and nightclub
developer Chris Barish. Black Tap
Las Vegas will be located adjacent
to The Venetian Poker Room, and
will feature patio dining that overlooks the resort’s scenic outdoor
canals. The burger and beer joint
will offer a casual vibe reminiscent
of a classic American luncheonette
with a distinctly New York feel. For
more information, contact Keith
Salwoski, Sands Corporation, keith.
salwoski@sands.com
*****

Rampart Casino Unveils
New Race & Sports Book
Rampart Casino has unveiled
its newest property renovation
project — Rampart Casino Race
& Sports Book. The newly constructed space, which replaced JC’s
Irish Pub, spans nearly 6,000 square
feet just off the main casino floor,
and boasts 138 seats, including 57
private carrels for race bettors. The
Race & Sports Book is also home
to a new Race & Sports Bar — a
50 person-capacity bar and lounge
featuring 10 bar-top gaming machines and plenty of televisions
surrounding the bar for fans to keep
up with all the action. For more
information, contact Alissa Kelly,
PR Plus LV, alissa@prpluslv.com.
*****
Golden Gate Hotel & Casino
Completes Major Expansion
Las Vegas’ original hotel, Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, has completed a major expansion project,
marking a new chapter in the
111-year-old Downtown Las Vegas property’s elaborate history.
Featuring a modern yet timeless
design from Dez Motif and architecture by MOSER Architecture
Studio, the renovation includes a
casino floor nearly doubled in size,
a majestic grand entrance, an extension of its outdoor bar, OneBar
at One Fremont Street and more.
Spanning 5,000 square feet, the updated casino space has introduced
91 new slots to the gaming floor.
The centerpiece is an eye-catching 360-degree, 24-foot tower of
televisions, artfully displayed as
though the TVs are emerging from
a fountain. Mixing the nostalgia of
vintage Vegas glitz with Art Deco
style, Golden Gate has introduced
a redesigned façade, including a
glamorous 500-pound golden velvet drapes to create an unforgettable
casino entrance. Inspired by the
Jazz Age, the drapery is adorned
with exquisite gold medallions,
serving as a grand arrival to the
casino’s marble-floored rotunda.
For more information, contact Kara
Rutkin, Kirvin Doak Communications, krutkin@kirvindoak.com.
*****

LINQ Promenade to
Debut New Outlets
This fall/winter will mark the
debut of an iconic eatery and two
tempting new shopping options at
The LINQ Promenade—Caesars
Entertainment’s open-air dining,
entertainment and retail district located at the center of the Las Vegas
Strip. The new outlets include, Can-

ter’s Deli, Kappa Toys and Nectar
Bath Treats. The much-anticipated
Los Angeles import, Canter’s
Deli, will open its first Las Vegas
Strip location. The restaurant is
renowned for its authentic deli-style
experience and its proud history of
celebrity clientele. This is Kappa
Toys’ second location in Las Vegas.
Known for its vintage toys, the
family-owned store carries an array
of unique playthings in a bright,
bustling atmosphere. Items range
from nostalgic favorites such as the
classic Slinky to interactive 3-D art
kits. As the brand’s sixth location,
Nectar Bath Treats’ charming bakery-style shop uses natural ingredients to hand-make bath and body
treats that look good enough to eat.
For more information, contact Nikki Neu, Vox Solid Communications,
nneu@wearevoxsolid.com.
*****

Sundance Helicopters
and Las Vegas Outdoor
Adventures Launch
Exclusive Tour
Sundance Helicopters,Inc., the
most experienced and highest-rated
experiential tourism company in
Las Vegas, has partnered with Las
Vegas Outdoor Adventure for “Sundance Heli & Outdoor Adventures,”
tours geared towards adventure
seekers. The trip includes pickup
from various Strip and Downtown
hotels, photo-op at Hoover Dam,
and an adventure upgrade to ATV
tours of the Colorado River and/or
shooting activities. Guests will then
board a state-of-the-art helicopter
to experience majestic, sweeping
views of Lake Mead, the Mojave
Desert and the Grand Canyon. For
more information, contact Arlene
Bordinhão, Sundance Helicopters,
arleneb@sundancehelicopters.com.
*****
City Beat is a compilation of
news and views of our editorial
and writing team, along with reader
submissions and topics.
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Six reasons why your employees
do not believe a word you say

By Doug Dickerson
and Elizabeth stincelli
“Don’t believe what I say. Believe what I do.” — Carlson Ghosn
Two psychiatrists meet at their
20th college reunion. One is vibrant, while the other looks withered and worried. “So what’s
your secret?” the older looking
psychiatrist asks. “Listening to
other people’s problems every day,
all day long, for years on end, has
made an old man of me.” “So,”
replies the younger looking one,
“who listens?”
That humorous story reminds us
as leaders of not just the necessity
of listening but of the importance
of how we communicate. It’s not so
much what we say that’s important
but that we are leaders who understand why our people should listen
to us in the first place.
If your people are tuning you out
and not believing what you say then
your leadership is on life-support.
Knowing the symptoms is the first
step in turning things around. If
your people don’t believe a word
you say then here are six reasons
why.
You are self-centered
If you are a self-centered leader
your people will not believe you
because you are only looking out
for yourself. When decisions are
made based upon what is best for

DoUg DICkErsoN
you — what makes you look goodthen you are using your people.
Self-centered leadership tends to
be manipulative and puts what is
best for you above what is best for
the team. If you are a self-centered
leader you’d better wake up before
it’s too late. One day you will look
around and you’ll discover that not
only are your people not believing
you — they are not following you
either.
You are inconsistent
Inconsistent actions produce
inconsistent results. The flow and
continuity of your leadership are
essential to your success. If you say
one thing and do another then those
very actions will lead to mistrust
and will marginalize your leadership. Flexibility is a must for any

team moving forward. Unexpected
things happen and your people will
have to learn to go with the flow.
But if you are inconsistent in terms
of what you communicate or how
you treat them it will be impossible
for them to move forward or have
faith in your leadership.
You don’t have their backs
Nothing will empower your
team faster than having the backs
of your people. A good leader
knows this. But your people will
not believe you if your message to
them says “I have your back” yet
you are nowhere to be found when
they need you. When you empower
your people and have their backs
you create a momentum that can
take your team to new levels of
success. Don’t squander the drive,
motivation, and ingenuity of your
people by failing at this one critical
element of your leadership. If you
have the backs of your people they
will have yours.
Your ego is front and center
If, as a leader, your ego is front
and center, your employees won’t
believe a word you say. Your ego
can prevent you from seeing the
world as it really is; you begin
interpreting reality through your
own biased lens. When your ego
is front and center you send the
message that your opinion is the
only one that matters. Soon your

BEHIND THE MIKE

Footprints

By Michael Aun
Part three of a three-part series
The most important footprints
I have shadowed in my life were
those of my family members. As
one of 11 children, we did not enjoy
the one-on-one attention that all
children crave and need.
The simple fact was my dad
worked from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
his day job as a building contractor
and from 6 p.m. till midnight at his
part time job as a bartender for the
Knights of Columbus.
I was the third of 11 children so
my mom was pregnant for all of
my youth. My parents had more
important things to do than attend
my football games or speech contests. There were just too many of
us and too much to do, which is why
I committed never to let it happen
to my own children.
My three sons are truly an inspirational footprint to me. Cory is a
scientist by training and high school
teacher and coach by profession.
He inspires me by what he does
for his students and players. Often
kids I do not even know will come
up to me at a football game and
share with me how Cory was their
encourager. Truth be known, he is
a surrogate father to most of these
kids much as my high school coach
J.W. Ingram was to me.
Cory’s and his twin brother Jason are both educated as molecular
microbiologists and each have a
Master’s Degree. Jason is in dozens
of countries around the world every
year in his role as an inspector for
the Food and Drug Administration.
Their resolve is inspiring to all the
lives they both touch, mostly to me.
Christopher is my youngest
son who tracked in his mother

MICHAEL A. AUN

and grandmother’s footprints as
an Emergency Room Registered
Nurse. For much of his career he
has worked alongside Dr. Jessica
Aun, Jason’s wife in the same
Orlando ER. Watching these kids
exceed my grandest expectations is
my motivation in life. I wish I could
be half the men they are.
My wife Christine is another
person whose footprints inspire
me and all the people’s lives she
touches. When you march through
life hand-in-hand and side-by- side
with the person you love for nearly
a half century, you not only get to
know them but they also lift you
when times are tough. No one can
stay married that long and not have
some ups and downs along the way.
As my dear friend and speaking
colleague W. Mitchell, CPAE says
“It’s not what happens to you, it’s
what you do about it.”
The most recent footprints I
am privileged to witness belong to
those of my grandchildren Ashley,
Ava, Cameron and Keenan. Ashley
is the oldest and almost a surrogate
mother and teacher to younger

sister Ava. Unselfish, generous,
kind, thoughtful, considerate…
all attributes she can trace back to
Christine.
Ava is the wild card that is
sneaky smart and clever. Both she
and her sister Ashley are voracious
readers. Ava always wants to know
the “why” behind every closed door
and is not the least bit afraid to
break it down for a look-see.
My youngest grandchildren are
Keenan and Cameron, twins who
belong to my third son Christopher.
Yogi and Spike are the nicknames
I’ve given them. Like their twin
uncles Cory and Jason, there isn’t
anything that they don’t want to try.
They may be twins in appearance but you could not find two
more independent spirits. A Sunday
afternoon tradition is they come
and invade our house or the pool,
determined to open every drawer
and play with anything they can get
their mitts on.
I am inspired by my progeny because they are clearly better human
beings than I could ever hope to be.
All are enthused and encouraged
by and for each other. There are no
sibling rivalries, only cousins who
love cousins. The dazzling virtuoso
embraced by Ashley and Ava are
matched only by the inquisitive
minds of Yogi and Spike.
These were and are the footprints in my life. Have you ever
identified yours? If for no other
reason, do it to pay homage to the
people who made them.
*****
Michael Aun is a syndicated
columnist and writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at maun@
lasvegastribune.com.
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employees, tired of hearing about
how you know everything, will stop
listening to you at all.
You lead with fear
If you lead with fear you will
never earn the trust of your employees and they won’t believe a
word you say. Fear stimulates the
fight or flight response. In this state
of mind, there is no higher-level
cognitive thinking. When you lead
with fear your employees disengage
and become more focused on protecting themselves than what you
are saying. Your attempt to control
your employee’s behavior through
fear will result in distrust and will
undermine your ability to share
your message and vision.
They don’t feel valued
Our success is deeply intertwined with our ability to collaborate. When your employees don’t
feel valued they lose interest in
continuing to try to contribute to the
team. They withdraw and you lose
the value of their unique skills and
knowledge. Your employees need
to have a voice and to have their
individual contributions recognized

and valued. Communication is a
two-way street and when your employees don’t feel valued, you lose
their respect which has a negative
impact on your ability to communicate and influence as a leader. When
your employees don’t feel valued
they won’t believe a word you say.
The key to leadership is trust
and influence. If your people don’t
believe a word you say, you have
lost your ability to lead. It’s time
to evaluate your leadership. Is
your leadership self-centered or
inconsistent? Do you have your
employee’s backs? Is your ego front
and center? Are you leading with
fear? Do your people feel valued?
Answer these questions honestly,
make a change, and start leading
today.
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated columnist. He writes a weekly
column for this newspaper. To
contact Doug Dickerson, email him
at ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.
com. Elizabeth Stincelli is the CEO
of Stincelli Advisors. Learn more
about Elizabeth by visiting her
website at stincelliadvisors.com

Sundays from 12.30 to 2 p.m.
Please call 702-706-6875
for information
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Social SecUrity awareneSS

Understanding the different kinds
of Social Security benefits
Retirement is best known, but these payments also help spouses, children and the disabled

By Stan Hinden
AARP
Q: I’m trying to figure out what
Social Security benefits I might
qualify for. But it’s confusing —
there are so many different kinds.
Can you explain what they are and
how they work?
A: We tend to think of Social
Security benefits as going just to
retired workers. But the more than
59 million Americans who receive
monthly payments from Social
Security include children, widows
and widowers who’ve lost working
mates, disabled people who can no
longer work, and even the former
spouses of breadwinners.
Q: But retirees are the biggest
group, right?
A: Yes. They number about 38
million. Generally, you need 10
years of work in a job in which
you pay Social Security taxes to
be eligible for retirement benefits.
You can apply for these benefits as
early as age 62 or as late as age 70,
with the monthly amount going up
the longer you put it off. Your payment is largely determined by your
lifetime earnings — specifically
the money you earned during your
highest-paying 35 years.
If you’ve been married at least a
year, your spouse may qualify for
a spousal benefit when you begin
your own retirement benefit. It’s
generally equal to as much as 50
percent of what you’re getting.
Q: How is it that children can
get benefits?
A: Social Security provides cash
benefits to families who lose their
breadwinners because of death
or disability. The money goes not
just to the surviving spouse but
to children and can be substantial
over time.
For example, if a 30-year-old
worker dies, leaving a wife and
two young children, the expected
lifetime benefits for the children
and widow would equal a $476,000
life insurance policy, according to
the Social Security Administration.
But there may also be benefits
for children whose parents simply
retire. That can happen when the
people became parents late in life.
Generally, benefits are available to children under the age of
18 — or 19 if they’re still in high
school. The money is payable to a
biological child, an adopted child or
a dependent stepchild. A child who
is over 18 and disabled may also
be eligible if the disability started
before age 22.
For a child to claim benefits, the
parent must normally have worked
for at least 10 years. However, in
cases where a parent dies at an
early age, his or her children can get
benefits if the parent had as little as
a year and a half’s work in the three
years before the death.
Q: How much money can a
child receive?
A: It can be as much as half of
a living parent’s full retirement or
disability benefit, or 75 percent of
a deceased parent’s full retirement
benefit. However, because several
children in a family may be receiving benefits at the same time, there’s
a limit on how much can be paid to
one family. The limit ranges from
150 to 180 percent of the parent’s
full retirement amount.
Q: What about Social Security

survivor benefits?
A: Widows and widowers can
receive 100 percent of their deceased breadwinner spouse’s full
retirement benefit if they wait to
claim until they reach their own
full retirement age, currently 66
for people born from 1945 to 1956.
However, a reduced survivor benefit can be taken as early as age 60.
Widows and widowers who are
disabled can take their survivor’s
benefits as early as age 50.
Q: And benefits can extend to
divorced spouses, too?
A: Yes. In 1965, because divorce
so frequently created financial
distress for older women in this
country, Social Security extended
benefits to divorced spouses whose
marriages had lasted at least 20
years. That term was later shortened
to the current 10 years.
Basically, the rules provide
that a divorced spouse can receive
benefits on an ex-spouse’s work
(See Hinden, Page 24)
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Five ways Social Security
protects you and your family
By Barbara Duckett
Social Security Public Affairs
Specialist in Nevada
Next payday, when you see a
portion of your wages go toward
FICA taxes, rest easier knowing
that your investment in Social Security brings a lifetime of protections
for you and your family.
From your first job and throughout your career, we track your
earnings and give you credits for
the contributions you’ve made
through payroll taxes. Those credits
can translate into important future
benefits. As you prepare for a financially secure future, you should
know about these five benefits that

you, your spouse, and your children
may become eligible for through
Social Security:
Retirement benefits provide
you with a continuous source of income later in life. If you’ve earned
enough credits, you can start receiving your full retirement benefits at
age 66 or 67 — depending on when
you were born. You may choose
to claim these benefits as early as
age 62 at a permanently reduced
rate, but waiting until after your
full retirement age increases your
benefit amount by up to 8 percent
per year to age 70. Plan for your
retirement at: www.socialsecurity.
gov/planners/retire.

By Barbara Duckett
Social Security Public Affairs
Specialist in Nevada
A lot of people have a difficult
time understanding the difference
between Medicare and Medicaid.
Both programs begin with the
letter “M.”
They’re both health insurance
programs run by the government.
People often ask questions about
what Medicare and Medicaid are,
what services they cover, and who
administers the programs.
Let’s start with Medicare. Medicare is the national healthcare
program for those aged 65 or older
and the disabled. You pay for some
Medicare expenses by paying the
Medicare tax while you work. The
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services is the agency in charge of
both Medicare and Medicaid, but
you sign up for Medicare A (Hospital) and Medicare B (Medical)
through Social Security.
You can apply for Medicare online from the convenience of your
home at the link on our website:
www.socialsecurity.gov/medicare/.
If you’re already receiving Social
Security retirement benefits when
you reach age 65 or are in the
25th month of receiving disability
checks, we will enroll you automatically.
Medicare Part C (Medicare
Advantage) and Part D (Prescription Drug) plans are available for
purchase in the insurance marketplace. Social Security administers
a program called Extra Help to
help people with low income and
low resources pay for premiums,
co-pays, and co-insurance costs for
Part D plans.
You can find out more about
Extra Help and file for it at www.
socialsecurity.gov/medicare/prescriptionhelp. Each year, The
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services publishes Medicare and
You available online at their website
at www.medicare.gov/medicareand-you/medicare-and-you.html.
This publication is a user’s manual
for Medicare.
Each state runs their own Medicaid program under guidance
from the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services. Medicaid offers
care for the most vulnerable among
us. While it does not require paying
taxes while working, it does have
guidelines about how much income

and resources you can have to
qualify. Medicaid provides cover(See Duckett, Page 24)
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minor children while you’re receiving Social Security retirement
benefits or disability benefits. This
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Disability benefits offer a financial lifeline if you’re struck by
a serious medical condition that
makes it impossible for you to work
and provide for yourself and your
family and is expected to last at
least one year or to result in death.
Learn more at: www.socialsecurity.
gov/disability.
Child benefits support your

couple’s income if one of the two
never worked or had low lifetime
earnings. In some cases, this benefit
is also available to divorced spouses. Please see: www.socialsecurity.
gov/planners/retire/applying6.html.
Survivor benefits ease the
financial burden on your loved
ones after you die by providing monthly payments to eligible
widows, widowers, children, and
dependent parents. It’s likely the
survivor benefits you have under
Social Security carry greater value
than your individual life-insurance
policy. Read more about survivor
benefits at: www.socialsecurity.
gov/survivors.
You must meet specific eligibility requirements to receive any
type of Social Security benefits.
Currently, Social Security provides
benefits to more than 61 million
American workers and their families. And we’ll be there for you and
your family through life’s journey.
Learn more about all of our programs at www.socialsecurity.gov.
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Drug makers are leading the way on R&D
By Kenneth E. Thorpe
Over five million Americans
suffer from Alzheimer’s disease.
While a few drugs can temporarily
alleviate symptoms, there’s no
treatment that slows the progression
of the underlying disease; so family
members watch helplessly as their
loved ones’ minds fade away.
Drug companies are determined
to end this suffering. So far, 99
percent of Alzheimer’s clinical
trials have failed, costing companies
billions. Despite these repeated
stumbles, firms are undeterred
and currently have more than 70
potential Alzheimer’s treatments
in development.
Despite these investments,
some argue that drug companies
aren’t devoting enough resources
to research and development.
The Institute for New Economic
Thinking issued a scathing paper
this summer. It condemns drug
makers for buying back company
stock and paying dividends to
shareholders, rather than spending
every available cent on research and
development (R&D). The Institute
urges the government to push aside
these private companies and take
a more active role in developing
medicines.
This criticism is unfair — and
the recommendation to elbow aside
the private sector is dangerous.
Without the hundreds of billions of
dollars committed by private-sector
researchers, it will be virtually
impossible to cure Alzheimer’s,
cancer and dozens of other scourges.
The pharmaceutical industry
invests a much higher percentage

Hinden

(Continued from Page 22)
record — even if the ex-spouse has
remarried. This includes a spousal
benefit while the ex is still alive
and a survivor benefit after that
person dies.
To claim benefits before the
death, you must be unmarried and
age 62 or older. Your ex-spouse
must be entitled to retirement
benefits. And the benefit you’d get
on your own work record must be
smaller than what you’d get on the
work record of your ex-spouse.
The rules are a bit different if
you’re claiming a survivor’s benefit as a divorced spouse. You can’t
qualify if you remarried before age
60, but you can if the wedding took
place at 60 or older.
If you wait until your full retirement age to begin a benefit as
a divorced spouse, you can get 50
percent of your former spouse’s full
retirement amount.
Q: How do benefits work for
disability?
A: One of the unfortunate facts
of American life is that 1 out of 4
of today’s 20-year-olds will become
disabled before they reach retirement age. However, it’s not easy
to win approval for disability benefits. Social Security’s definition
of disability is quite strict — the
condition must be severe enough
to last for at least a year or to end
in death.
If you apply online, you’ll be
asked to fill out several questionnaires electronically. You’ll need
medical reports that support your
claim.
All claims begin with a fivemonth waiting period, which is
followed by a review process that
typically requires about 100 days
for a decision. If you’re turned
down, you can then begin an appeal
that may take as much as a year for
a final verdict.
Q: What about SSI benefits?
Are they provided by Social Security?
A: Social Security administers
SSI (it stands for Supplemental
Security Income), but the money
doesn’t come from the Social Security taxes that workers pay. It comes
from general tax revenue. And the
program is “means-tested” — only
certain people with low income
qualify.
SSI benefits may be available to
people 65 and older who fall within
strict financial limits. That’s in addition to any Social Security you
may qualify for. Disabled adults
and children who have limited
incomes and resources may also
qualify.
Generally, resources must be
less than $2,000 for an individual
and $3,000 for a couple. When
valuing your assets, Social Security
counts bank accounts, cash, stocks
and bonds but not your home or
your car, or small life insurance policies, burial plots and burial funds.

KENNETH E. THORPE
of revenues into R&D than other
sectors. The top 18 drug companies,
according to the Institute, spent an
average of 16 percent of proceeds
on R&D from 2006 to 2015.
Compare that to the automobile
industry. Despite the prevailing
narrative of a “spare no expense”
race to develop self-driving
vehicles, the sector reinvests just
four percent of revenues into R&D,
according to consulting firm PwC.
Pharmaceutical companies’
investments have led to lifesaving
therapies. Since 2000, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
has approved more than 550 new
medicines.
The most impressive
breakthroughs are yet to come.
Globally, more than 7,000 new
treatments are in development.
Seventy percent of these medicines
use completely new methods to
treat an illness. Consider CAR-T
cell therapy, a technique that
reengineers a patient’s own
immune system to kill tumors.
Q: How do I apply?
A: You can apply for many types
on the Social Security Administration website. Or call the agency’s
toll-free phone number, 800-7721213 (TTY 800-325-0778).
*****
Stan Hinden, a former columnist
for the Washington Post, wrote How
to Retire Happy: The 12 Most Important Decisions You Must Make
Before You Retire. Have a question?
Check out the AARP Social Security
Question and Answer Tool.

The experimental medicine, which
received FDA approval in August,
put many patients with advanced
leukemia into remission during
clinical trials.
It’s naïve to think that firms will
continue making these costly, risky
investments if there’s no chance of
earning a return. Drug companies
deliver enormous benefits to
society, but they’re not charities. If
they can’t offer investors a chance
at attractive returns, they won’t
be able to raise funding for future
research.
The government is in no
position to supersede these firms.

Private R&D spending dwarfs
the National Institutes of Health’s
$32 billion budget. Given the
political realities in Washington,
does anyone seriously think the
government is able and willing to
exponentially increase funding for
medical research?
Americas’ physical and financial
health depends on continued private
medical R&D. Currently, 40 percent
of Americans suffer from a chronic
illness. These diseases account for
90 percent of total U.S. health care
costs.
New treatments and cures
offer the best hope of tempering

this spending. If pharmaceutical
companies develop a new treatment
for Alzheimer’s disease by 2025,
Americans could save $220 billion
by 2030.
Critics of the pharmaceutical
industry say firms don’t spend
all that much on research and
development. If those accusations
were true, who deserves credit for
the hundreds of new medications
that improve people’s lives and
lower health care costs?
Kenneth E. Thorpe is a professor
of health policy at Emory University
and the chairman of the Partnership
to Fight Chronic Disease.

(Continued from Page 23)
age for older people, people with
disabilities, and some families with
children. Each state has its own
eligibility rules and decides which
services to cover. The names of the
Medicaid program may vary from
state to state. You can read about
each state’s Medicaid program
at www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/
by-state/by-state.html. You can
find each state’s Medicaid contact
information at www.medicaid.gov/
about-us/contact-us/contact-statepage.html.
Medicare and Medicaid are two
of the major insurance programs
that provide healthcare to the
American public. Understanding

each program, as well as how the
two programs differ, can help you

and those you care about find the
right healthcare program.

Duckett
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Effects of Daylight
Savings Time “Fall
Back” on Your Health

By Dr. Nina Radcliff, MD
This past Sunday at 2 o’clock in
the morning, our clocks adjusted to
“fall back” by one hour. And while
most people think that a shift of
just 60 minutes may not seem like
it is a big deal, it’s important to
think again!! Time changes have
been shown to lead to disrupted
sleep cycles. And just shifting one
hour can make you feel more than
groggy or tired — it can also have
a serious impact on your overall
mood (irritability), memory, motor
skills, concentration levels, headaches, increased anxiety, overall
performance, appetite, decreased
immune function and even your
heart.
It is estimated that more than
a third (84 million) of American
adults are sleep deprived, meaning
they are not getting enough sleep
on a regular basis. And the numbers actually get worse from there
with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention stating
that one-third of American adults
are getting less than seven hours
of sleep — the minimum length of
time adults should sleep in order
to reduce risk of obesity, diabetes,
high blood pressure, stroke, mental
distress, coronary heart disease and
early death.
Bottom line — the time shifts
related to daylight saving time and
the impact it has on your sleep is
important to health. Americans are
sleep deprived and when starting
with chronically low levels of
sleep, even a small shift on your
sleep patterns can have serious
consequences, So how about you?
Did you get over 7 hours of sleep
last night? Over the past seven to
ten days? Are you routinely getting
8 hours of good quality restful sleep
per night?
Science behind your sleep
cycles: The human body has a
master internal clock known as
a circadian rhythm; this internal
clock determines your sleep and
wake cycle, as well as regulating
such body rhythms as temperature
and hormone levels while influencing many of your bodily functions
including metabolic, physiological,
and behavioral processes. Interestingly, our circadian rhythm is “set”
by light that our retinas sense, not
a clock.
Hence, why at the end of Daylight Saving Time, where we “gain”
an extra hour of sleep, our body
often does not take advantage of
it. Instead, we tend to wake up at
the same time (which translates to
an hour earlier at this time of year)
because our internal clock wants to
stay on the schedule it is used to.
It is important to understand that
circadian rhythm disruption and
interruption of sleep (even a shift
of just 40 to 60 minutes) are associated with negative health outcomes
including obesity, cardiovascular
disease, and cognitive impairment,
It is also important to set a plan
to manage the time changes with
respect to sleep for you and your
loved ones.
How does Daylight Saving
Time (DST) coincide with our
body’s circadian rhythm?
It doesn’t. Falling back or
springing forward with a one-hour
shift in the sleep cycle can disrupt
sleep for several days and sometimes a couple of weeks. Light and
darkness are responsible for our
body’s internal clock. Consequently, millions of American adults and
children can struggle to adjust. The
bottom line is that we must plan to
have (and maintain) sleep habits
during time change — and it is important to note, quality sleep habits!
What should I expect
in the coming days?
After all, it may seem we have
an opportunity to “gain” an extra
hour of sleep. However, many experts agree, this is just not so. All
we are doing is basically shifting
the clock — and it does not give
you an extra hour of sleep. And
many people (maybe you) don’t

think they’ll be any problems in the
fall. On average, there does seem to
be fewer harmful effects with the
fall transition than with the spring.
But that doesn’t mean people don’t
have problems. Even after falling
back, people report experiencing
poorer sleep and feeling groggy for
days. And know, it’s only slightly
better than our spring time change.
Be prepared as you may more
than likely wake up earlier — and
understand too, you need to plan
for this time adjustment. Be aware
too, that a surge of car accidents
have occurred on Sunday after
falling back, with experts noting it
is possibly because people are sleep
deprived from the time change.
And furthermore, what is key to
understand is that any shift in sleep
hours and sleep routines can cause
havoc with your health. The goal
is to make plans for recovery with
shifts, prior to them happening with
a watchful eye on our sleep pattern
following.
What are long-term
consequences of
sleep deprivation?
Most will adjust to the time

change within a few days or a week.
However, please note that there are
consequences of chronic insomnia.
It can elevate your risk for anxiety
and depression; Alzheimer’s dementia; heart disease; obesity; and
Type 2 diabetes, to name a few.
Sleep is an essential component
to our overall well-being and we
must have adequate sleep to gain
the benefits. If you have challenges
sleeping — talk to your doctor as
soon as possible.
How much sleep?
The American Academy of
Sleep Medicine recommends that
adults get 7 or more hours per
night on a regular basis to promote
optimal health. And it is important
to note that sleeping for more than
9 hours per night on a regular basis
is associated with health risks. Also,
children require more sleep: 3-5
year-olds need 10-13 hours; 6-12
year olds need 9-12 hours; and
teens 8-10 hours.
Did you know that when you
are sleep deprived, it creates a
“sleep debt,” where the amount
of sleep you need increases in the
days following? It’s true and it is
similar to being overdrawn at a
bank—you must repay it to be in a
healthy position.
How to improve your sleep: It
is important that you keep track of
the quality sleep you are or are not
getting on a nightly basis. Sleep issues can be challenging to manage;
however, experts agree that the best
strategy for most sleep disturbances
is to improve our sleep hygiene—
the rituals and routines we undergo
before bedtime.
—Create a healthy sleep environment (do you have a good pillow
and mattress supporting you?)
—Keep sleep and wake times
consistent, even on weekends.
—Adults should get between
7-9 hours/night and older adults

between 7-8 hours/night according
to the National Sleep Foundation.
—Transition into sleep before
bedtime with calming activities —
reading, soft music, warm baths,
meditation, praying.
—Dim the room lights, power
down laptops, phones, and tablets,
and turn the television off at least 30
minutes before bedtime — artificial
lights can prevent melatonin levels
from rising.
—Avoid chemicals that are
stimulating in the late afternoon
and evening — caffeine is not just
present in coffee, but teas, and soda.
And, too, nicotine is a stimulant.
—Set the thermostat between
60 and 68 degrees F — our body
temperature needs to drop slightly
in order to fall asleep and continues
to fall throughout the night.
—Put away your concerns and
worries (and electronics). Oftentimes our minds can race with
stimulating projects, commitments
— and electronics — that can keep
us awake.
—Being physically active or
exercising during the day or at least
three hours before going to sleep.
I understand that some people
may be in life situations that challenge their ability to get a good
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night’s sleep (parents of a new baby,
students, shift workers or those who
just have had a busy day). Whatever
your circumstances, remember that
sleep is vital to overall good health
and you must plan steps to get the
quality sleep you need. A time shift
of “just 60-minutes” does matter—
so make plans to make it work for
you (and your loved ones).
Sleep needs our planning, management and care on a daily basis.
If you are having consistent issues
with not getting enough sleep, make
an appointment to speak to your
healthcare provider. By following
these tips, you can rest assured you
can “fall back” by maintaining your
health, function during the day, and
still have time to live your life.
*****
This article is for general information only and should not be
used for the diagnosis or treatment
of medical conditions and cannot
substitute for the advice from your
medical professional. Dr. Nina has
used all reasonable care in compiling the current information but
it may not apply to you and your
symptoms. Always consult a doctor
or other health care professional
for diagnosis and treatment of
medical conditions.
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annoying whistling or background noise for
yourself. If you are not completely satisfied,
simply return it within that time period for a

Nearly Invisible

100% refund of your purchase price.

BIG SOUND.
TINY PRICE.

For the Lowest Price Call

BATTERIES
INCLUDED!

1-800-913-5075
Use Code

DOCTOR DESIGNED | AUDIOLOGIST TESTED | FDA REGISTERED

READY TO USE RIGHT
OUT OF THE BOX!

BX99

and get FREE Batteries for 1 Year
Plus FREE Shipping
©2017 MDHearingAid, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug
Moss and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental
Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to: earthtalk@
emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe;
Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: What are
planners and designers doing to
solve the so-called “last-mile”
problem regarding transit? — Ginny R., via e-mail
Solving the “last mile” (or “firstmile”) problem — that is, getting
transit riders from their bus stop,
train station or ferry terminal “the
last mile” to the doorstep of their
home or workplace — has plagued
urban planners since the dawn of
public transportation.
“Most people in the United
States are ‘comfortable’ walking
less than a quarter mile to or from
public transit stops,” says Alex
Gibson of TransLoc, which works
on solutions to transit problems
using app-based technologies. “The
problem arises when a potential
rider is further than a ‘comfortable
distance’ to the necessary fixedroute stop.”
Widespread suburbanization
across the U.S. is part and parcel of
the problem, given that fewer and
fewer of us now live within walking
distance to public transportation options. The result is more private cars
on the road (and the accompanying
carbon and air pollution) and underutilized public transit systems.
So, what can be done to overcome this last-mile hurdle? Some
municipalities and counties run
feeder buses that circle the ‘burbs
and bring riders right from their
homes or a nearby corner to a transit
hub. Likewise, Uber, Lyft and other
ridesharing services can help transit
riders fill in this gap, especially in a
pinch. But these are hardly the most
cost- or energy-efficient fixes to the
last-mile problem.
One time-tested solution is bicycles. Many regions have stepped
up their commitment to installing
more bike lanes accordingly. While
a bike, either the traditional kind
or one of the new battery-assisted
models, works fine if you have
somewhere safe to lock it up or can
bring it inside, folding bikes may
be a better option for “intermodal” commuters (who pair biking
with a bus or train or ferry). Hip
London office workers swear by
their folding Bromptons. Another
increasingly viable option is hopping on a pay-as-you-go share bike
which you can pick up in one part
of town and drop off in another. Beyond bikes, e-scooters — check the
Stigo E-Scooter and Segway’s new
MiniPro — are gaining traction and
market share across the country.
And let’s not forget about the
oldest last mile option of all: walking. Denver, Nashville and Los
Angeles have made strides in fixing
infrastructure to encourage transit

riders to go the extra mile on foot.
“Because most riders in high ridership systems walk to catch buses
and trains, transit stops must be
supported by well-designed streets
and sidewalks,” reports the Transit
Center, a foundation that supports
transit reform advocacy. “Yet many
cities in America have built streets

Folding bikes like this model from London-based Brompton can be folded up and
brought on-board a bus or train, not to mention inside your office.

without sidewalks, or allowed
property owners to encroach on or
neglect them.”
Even more important than
spiffing up sidewalks would be
macro-level changes to how municipalities manage development.

“Transit-oriented development and
zoning changes are other highly
effective strategies that put more
people within walking distance to
transit,” reports Angie Schmitt of
StreetsBlogUSA. “Removing barriers to walking and transit-oriented

development are likely to yield
better ridership and financial return
on investment than others designed
to draw transit riders from suburban
environments—the transportation
equivalent of swimming upstream.”
*****

Covered by Medicare and suffering from Back or Knee Pain?

RELIEVE
YOUR
PAIN NOW!
Learn for FREE how a Back or Knee
Brace can help: 888-918-1625
Give your back or knees the support
and relief they need to reduce your pain

› Fast and Easy Medicare Approvals
› Free Nationwide Shipping

Call 24/7: 888-918-1625
We have other braces available, for your shoulder, neck, ankle and back.

A Help Button Should Go Where You Go!
To be truly independent your personal emergency device needs to work on the go.
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Help Buttons
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1-800-264-6024
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No Contracts, No Hidden Fees, No Risk
Nationwide GPS Location Detection • 24/7/365 Emergency Response Center
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Order Now & Receive a FREE Lockbox!

Place your door key in this box so that emergency personnel can get help to you even faster.
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“Watch Zamora torture himself!”
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
Tim Cridland, Zamora the Torture King, now appearing at Majestic Theater, in the Royal Hotel.
Torture King is the traditional name
for a performer who does things
that should cause pain and cause
injury.
SZ: “Are you a magician?”
Tim explained, “No, I’m not
a magician. I do some amazing
things, but this is real, the basis of
my stunts. I am called a side show
performer because that was the type
of acts that used to appear in side
shows of the 1920’s and 1930’s and
seen in middle-eastern countries
or in certain religious ceremonies.
These are the type of acts not seen
in a showroom.”
SZ: “Like the man who lays
down on a bed of nails in India.”
Tim felt, “Yes, I have a chance
to perform up-close in this intimate
showroom because people can see
this is the real thing. I avoid pain
and injury, and live to do it again
and again, happily entertaining the
audience.”
SZ: “You hurt yourself. Are you
a masochist?”
Tim discussed his background,
“I appeared on the History Channel.
They brought me to the California
Pain and Medicine Clinic where
my brain was scanned while being
hurt. My brain reacted differently.
I perform feats of anatomy and internal control but I trained myself. I
feel pain but process it differently.”
SZ: “When you were on stage,
what did you stick into your arm
and tongue?”
Tim: “I work with sharpened
pieces of wire, bike spokes, glass,

Zamora, the King of Torture appears at the Royal Hotel on Tuesdays from November through December.

and other sharp objects. I’m very
safe with what I do. This is sterilized surgical steel. You have to be
safe to do dangerous things. It’s
entertainment!”
SZ: “I didn’t see any blood,
scratches or anything on your
skin! Do you think your act is odd,
not like anything everybody else is
doing?”
Tim: “This is like going on a
roller coaster or a scary movie. It
is shocking but fascinating at the
same time. I was young and when
I studied, it was a lost art. My original ‘Freak Show’ appeared in Las
Vegas years ago, the first show of
this kind.”
SZ: “You broke a pan full of
glass and broke them in front of us.”
Tim commented, “It’s real.
There’s a technique, if you are not
focused, not paying attention, a
person can get badly hurt. There
were times I was cut with glass and
other objects. My show appears every Tuesday evening, 7 pm, during
November and December, in the
Majestic Showroom, at the Royal
Hotel. They schedule Séance,
Burlesque and other shows that
are different, not seen on the strip.”
Call about the ticket prices,
each artist decides, this is the most
reasonable showroom in Las Vegas.
Call 702-758-1503 for information
and prices.
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.
For information, questions, or to
recommend subjects, please call
702-731-6491 or email www.sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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The support you need to find quality

SENIOR LIVING SOLUTIONS

2017 NFL SUNDAY TICKET INCLUDED AT NO
EXTRA COST WHEN YOU SWITCH TO DIRECTV.

A Place for Mom has helped over one million families find
senior living solutions that meet their unique needs.
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IV SUPPORT HOLDINGS LLC
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✔ 100% Risk-FREE
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✔ FREE shipping
✔ Payment plans
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electronics
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Are You Still Paying Too Much For Your Medications?
Their Price
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CrestorTM
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Typical US Brand Price

for 40mg x 100

but I’m never alone.
I have Life Alert.®

Call Toll-free: 844-409-8740

Covered by Medicare and suffering from Back or Knee Pain?
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PAIN NOW!

Presenting the all new Safe
Step Walk-In Tub featuring
MicroSoothe.® It oxygenates,
softens and exfoliates skin,
turning your bath into a spa-like
experience.

Give your back or knees the
support and relief they need to
reduce your pain

› Fast and Easy Medicare
Approvals
› Free Nationwide Shipping

$1500 OFF when you mention this ad.

1-800-396-4503

Call the number below and save an additional $15 plus get free shipping on your
first prescription order with Canada Drug Center. Expires December 31, 2017.
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code 15FREE to receive this special offer.

Use of these services is subject to the Terms of Use and accompanying policies at www.canadadrugcenter.com.
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You know your FAMILY. We know SENIOR LIVING.
Together, we will ﬁnd the RIGHT PLACE.
INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING • MEMORY CARE
A Place for Mom has helped over a million families find senior living solutions that meet their unique needs. Our
Advisors are trusted, local experts who can help you understand your options. Here’s what’s included with our free service:

A dedicated
local Advisor

Hand-picked list
of communities

Full details
and pricing

Help scheduling
tours

Move in
support

There’s no cost to you!
CALL (855) 559-1886
! We’re paid by our partner communities

Joan Lunden, journalist, best-selling author, former host of Good Morning America & senior living advocate.

